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Introducing a DAMM world first, the FT5 VHF
TETRA terminal, jointly designed by DAMM
Cellular Systems A/S and Funktel GmbH. The
VHF FT5 terminal utilises the wider coverage obtainable with VHF and provides all
the functionality and features you’ve come
to expect from TETRA. It has high output
power, operates on DAMM’s mobile TETRA
software stack, is robust and shock resistant
protection, and is GPS, GLONASS, Galileo
The VHF FT5 has a bright 2.2-inch display
and a large, red emergency button for easy
of possible accessories such as single-and
and audio accessory options.
The VHF FT5 terminal will operate along
with the DAMM BS422 MultiTech platform
VHF base station. The BS422 is an outdoor
base station featuring four technologies in
one box, it covers operators’ needs today
and tomorrow with a technology independent
solution featuring multiple carriers as well as
simulcast in one unit, within either UHF or VHF
frequency ranges. Simulcast is available for
DMR and analog, and the solution now also
offers repeater functionality for TETRA and
TEDS. It’s possible to use different technologies at different sites and combine them into
one network with a single, central subscriber
register. The core-connected design means
that subscribers, network settings, logging
and different interfaces are the same across
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all technologies – TETRA, DMR Tier III, TEDS
and analog.
DAMM Australia
www.damm-aus.com.au

Transmit
I’m writing this the day after Comms
Connect Sydney wrapped up, and what
a fantastic conference we had. It was
great to see so many world-renowned
experts on hand to provide full briefings
of trends and developments, such as
public safety mobile broadband efforts
around the world. We heard from industry,
government and academic leaders from
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the USA, South Korea, UK, Finland and
Australia. Those in attendance certainly got the good oil on what
is going on across a wide range of topics, not just public safety
mobile broadband — there was also a lot of talk of 5G, LTE, open
standards and spectrum management, and we were treated to quite

September
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9–12 September
itu.int/en/ITUTELECOM/Pages/world2019.aspx

a few very interesting case studies.
The audience appreciated the updates provided by Luke Brown
and Mary Egan regarding Australia’s moves towards establishing
a public safety mobile broadband system. It has to be said that
there wasn’t a lot of new information provided; the effort seems to
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be progressing very slowly, partly, it was said, due to needing to
carefully consider and resolve jurisdictional issues across the various
governments involved. The hope is that more concrete developments
will be in place by the end of this year.
The IoT and security were also topics covered in depth at Comms
Connect Sydney. The IoT (coupled with 5G) is going to dramatically
change our world, so keeping it secure and ensuring it is used for
positive purposes are challenges that need to be addressed — not
just by our leaders, but by every one of us who operate in the
business- and mission-critical sectors.
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Device security
for 5G mobile
workforces
Michael Dyson, Managing Director, Australia & New Zealand, SOTI

As 5G takes hold, it will be vital for enterprises to ensure that mobile
devices are properly managed to avoid costly data breaches.

W

hile the recent launch of
devices such as the Samsung Galaxy S10 handset
and Telstra’s new 5G modem
are attracting a lot of attention due to the multimedia capabilities 5G
networks will offer consumers, Australian
mobile workers will both benefited and be
challenged.
The emergency services, transport and
mining sectors all have large, remote workforces that require mobile technologies to
complete common tasks. These workers are
constantly on the move and need reliable,
real-time access to critical information.
Whereas in the past, many mobile workers had to use two-way radios as their
main communication tool, today there is
a heavy push towards using smartphones
and other mobile devices with the ability
to display maps, directions and stream
critical information in real time. For mobile
workers, the launch of 5G with its faster
download and upload capabilities will bring
about real operational benefits, delivering a
more seamless work experience and communication with headquarters or the office.
While undoubtedly mobile workers will
be some of the biggest beneficiaries of the
rollout of 5G, it is alarming to note that
today’s mobile devices for the enterprise
are fundamentally undermanaged. Research
conducted by VDC Research recently revealed that only one in five organisations
claims to have complete visibility into the
performance of mobile technology used by
their frontline mobile workforce.
While it is true that no matter the network, an unmanaged device that becomes
compromised or lost is a major issue, 5G
will enable the transfer of data faster than
ever before, making it more crucial than ever
for organisations to ensure all their mobile
devices are properly managed and secured.

www.CriticalComms.com.au

Avoiding downtime with low
latency
The arrival of 5G in the Australian market
will deliver extraordinary benefits for mobile
workers. The enhanced video streaming
capabilities will more efficiently enable employees to attend virtual meetings, provide
visual updates and direct remote teams.
Real-time anytime/anywhere collaboration
will be made possible, better supporting
augmented reality applications to connect
and enable a decentralised workforce.
It is anticipated that in the future, 5G will
deliver connectivity speeds approximately
20 times faster than 4G, with low latency
capabilities to support mobile workers that
require near-real-time access to rapidly
changing data. On a 4G network, large increases in data usage in a specific location
— such as local residents live streaming TV
news onto their phones for updates on a
bushfire threatening the area — can directly
affect the amount of bandwidth available,
potentially resulting in vital emergency
worker communications arriving late or
incomplete, due to network congestion.
5G networks will virtually eliminate these
issues by delivering ultra-low latency rates
of under a millisecond, limiting the likelihood of bandwidth maximisation affecting
critical communications.
And in IoT settings, 5G will support
greater collaboration between both people
and devices. The new network’s speed and
low latency will provide the vital communications infrastructure needed for smart city
applications, including monitoring traffic flow,
water usage, pollution levels, energy grid
performance and waste collection.

Data security on every device
Organisations are aware of the need to
secure critical private information. The
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A n i n tegrated e n terprise mob i l it y
management solution can simplify the
security and management of mobile devices
and IoT endpoints for business-critical
mobility.

price of data breaches is real, costing
businesses not only through compensation
to affected individuals and paying fines,
but also through lost business revenue
resulting from diminished confidence in an
organisation’s ability to protect sensitive
information. However, while local businesses
and public bodies increasingly understand
the importance of securing data on their
devices, what is commonly overlooked is
that that same sensitive information can
often be shared with contractors who may
not have the proper security standards in
place on their own devices.
Sensitive information — such as financial,
medical and client information — might be
protected through a mobile device management (MDM) solution within one organisation,
but then that information might be shared
with a contractor (such as an electrical
contractor servicing a customer for a utility
provider) who has an unmanaged device.
This means that an organisation could send
private information to a contractor, whose
own mobile device is not secure, and the
sender wouldn’t know or have any control over
what the receiver does with that information.
Office of the Australian Information
Commissioner research shows that human
error is the second-largest source of data
breaches following malicious or criminal
attacks. In fact, sending personal information to the wrong recipient via email (31%),
unintended release or publication of personal
information (28%) and loss of paperwork or
storage device (16%) were among the top
three most common human errors.
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For example, if patient information is
sent to a contract home-care nurse who
downloads it ahead of visiting an elderly
patient at their residence and then accidentally sends that patient data to
someone else, the person who originally
sent the data could be liable for the data
breach. With 5G devices, it will be much
quicker to download that data and for it
to be sent off before the worker can fix
their error. The same could be true if the
device is lost or stolen and private data
is not secured and the wrong person gets
hold of the mobile device, allowing them
to share its data very quickly with a 5G
network before the device can be shut
down remotely, if at all.
Data that is transmitted to mobile devices
must be managed by the companies sending
it to workers to ensure the information will
be secure when it is received, otherwise
they have no guarantee of where this data
goes and what will be done with it, nor will
they be able to prevent breaches caused
through human error.
Another security concern that could
arise from new 5G capabilities is that the
network and devices’ higher data rates could
increase the risk of large-scale, debilitating
distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks.
Given that DDOS attacks direct data towards
a targeted piece of IT infrastructure by
connecting and utilising multiple devices,
inundating the IT infrastructure to the point
it fails, higher data rates resulting from
5G have the potential to make such future
attacks more effective.

Implementing an integrated enterprise
mobility management (EMM) solution can
simplify the security and management
of mobile devices and IoT endpoints for
business-critical mobility. Having an EMM
solution in place can remotely wipe data
from compromised devices and shut them
down, along with preventing any sensitive
information from being sent to unauthorised
persons or even allowing a screenshot to be
taken. Through a single, easy-to-use interface, an integrated mobility strategy featuring
an EMM solution enables organisations to
have full control over a variety of mobile
devices across multiple operating systems
while securing confidential company data.

Preparing for 5G
With a potentially large number of 5G devices coming into the workforce, emergency
services, transport and mining sectors are
set to benefit from enhanced connectivity
that will support their work in remote areas.
However, organisations will need to ensure
these new devices are secure, given that
mobile workers often require access to
sensitive customer, employee or business
information. Data breaches can be very
costly for businesses and public sector
bodies in numerous ways, so it is crucial to
have proper enterprise mobility management
systems in place to prevent downtime of
mobile devices, and ensure data is secured
on all 5G devices used by mobile workers
— both company and personal.
SOTI Inc. Australia
www.soti.net
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Public
safety
in the
spotlight

Jonathan Nally
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Australia’s future public safety mobile broadband
system was a hot topic at Comms Connect Sydney.

T

he topic of public safety mobile
broadband (PSMB) was front
and centre of much of the
discussions and presentations
at Comms Connect Sydney in
mid-June, where attendees were given an
in-depth insight into developments both in
Australia and abroad.
The intellectual ‘firepower’ present was
quite impressive. There was Ed Parkinson,
senior executive in charge of the US FirstNet
network, plus Heikki Rippa representing the
equivalent effort in Finland, and Steve Hwang
representing South Korea’s Safe-Net. Also
from Finland was Tero Pesonen, a leading
authority on PSMB and standards work.
And from the UK there was Tony Gray, who
heads up TCCA. There were also plenty
of local and international case studies in
PSMB, 5G and other business- and mission-
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critical communications applications, both
theoretical and real-world.
We’ll cover all of these aspects in separate articles to come, but for now we’ll
concentrate on home-grown developments.
Indeed, all eyes were on the presentations
dealing with developments in Australia’s
PSMB efforts.
Luke Brown, Assistant Secretary in the
federal government’s Department of Home
Affairs, was on hand once again to provide
a ‘town hall-style’ snapshot of the status
of PSMB at a national level.
“Since I last spoke at Comms Connect seven
months ago, I think it’s fair to say that governments have done a lot in that period of time,”
he said. “All Australian governments, including
the Commonwealth, have been progressing
a national public safety mobile broadband
initiative now for a number of years.”

Noting that getting all Australian jurisdictions on the one page “isn’t necessarily
the easiest thing to do”, Brown outlined
the strategic roadmap that was agreed in
December last year at the national Council
of Australian Governments meeting.
The roadmap “really is a representation of a commitment by all Australian
governments to progressive public safety
mobile broadband for Australia”, he said.
“We are collectively driving down the path
of implementing PSMB in Australia in accordance with it.
“We’ve drawn on our international partnerships in helping frame it. We think it’s
a realistic implementation plan,” he said.
“It also spells out a number of other work
streams that need a lot of work in this
process, particularly made more challenging
by the fact that Australia is a federation.”

www.CriticalComms.com.au

PSMB

Brown said that to progress the roadmap,
“the Commonwealth Government is working
very closely with all jurisdictions, but in particular with the jurisdiction of NSW, [and has]
established a national Project Management
Office in Sydney in the NSW Telco Authority,
to effectively drive, coordinate and steer that
work on behalf of all jurisdictions”.
“We’ve identified the blueprint, we’ve
established an office to start to drive and
steer all the work, and we started investing in some of those initiatives,” he said.
Brown also commented on the request for
proposals issued to industry late last year,
which included a call for a proof-of-concept
trial. The proof of concept aims to test the
PSMB delivery model across urban, regional
and remote locations in Australia over a
period six to 12 months, and is expected to
begin in the second half of 2019.

www.CriticalComms.com.au

“All states and territories are participating in that proof of concept. We’ve been
evaluating it for quite some time,” he said.
Brown acknowledged that probity issues
restricted what he was able to say, but
noted that “I think it’s fair to say that those
of us that have been intimately involved in
the evaluation of the proposals for the proof
of concept, were pleased with the depth
of the market response. To say we were
surprised might also be a fair comment.
“The depth of the response has given
us a lot of food for thought, and as a
consequence we continue to deliberate on
the best course of action,” he added. “I’m
confident that there’ll be a resolution to that
process soon and an announcement to the
market and/or a trial of some kind to get
underway in the second half of this year.”
Brown added that, while the present focus
of work is on the core network architecture
and technology, it was interesting to see
the power of the applications ecosystem at
work with the operational FirstNet network
in the US.
“I had the pleasure of being in the US
last week at a very large-scale urban search
and rescue exercise that Australia participated in, and it was absolutely fascinating
to have a look at the FirstNet applications
that each of those firefighters, who were
climbing over rubble, had in their mobile
devices,” he said.
The importance of international standards
and the prospect of Australia playing a larger
role in their formation was a constant topic
of discussion across the two days of Comms
Connect Sydney. As a reflection of that, in
answer to a question from the floor about
whether Australia intends to become more
involved with bodies such as the 3GPP, “The
short answer is, yes,” Brown said.

The Program Management
Office
As mentioned above, a national Program
Management Office has been established,
located within the NSW Telco Authority. Mary
Egan, the Office’s Program Director, spoke
immediately after Luke Brown at Comms
Connect, and helped to bring the audience up
to date with some of the thinking behind the
project. Her presentation contained a lot of
detail about project planning in general, and
emphasised the potential for technological
disruption in this, and other, fields.
In response to a question from the floor
about how much input the public safety sec-

tor is having into the process, Egan said that
“Working with the stakeholder community
… has been an extremely important part
of the process of not just understanding
the needs but understanding the urgency.”
Egan also acknowledged that there is a
level of frustration within the industry regarding how effective (or not) governments
have been in communicating the progress
being made, the suggestion being that the
community feels it has been left a little bit
in the dark. One questioner politely made it
clear: “We still don’t know the stage you’re
at… When can we expect to see things happening, and what can we do to help? It’s
been three years and we still don’t know
what’s going on.”
In response, Egan — who, in fairness,
has only been in the job for a short while
— pointed out that the Program Office was
established a little less than five months ago,
and that therefore it is still early days. But
she gladly filled in some of the detail that
the audience was thirsting for, explaining
that the Program Office has established
several work streams. The first is the PSMB
capability stream, which encompasses the
planned proof of concept mentioned above.
“There’s been extensive evaluation around
that, and before that [a] requirements
capturing exercise which informed that
activity,” she said.
There is also a governance stream to
evaluate what the eventual PSMB management entity will look like. “There’s a … case
to look at the national business case first and
then what the jurisdictions might be expected
to invest, in terms of PSMB,” she said.
There’s also a technology and services
stream, which will develop the services
roadmap for PSMB.
And finally, there’s consideration of spectrum needs. “We are very, very keen to get
spectrum for the initiative if we can — [and]
that’s not a given,” Egan said.
The level of frustration alluded to above
should perhaps be seen as a healthy sign
that the industry is eager to be involved in
the process and has a thirst for information
about progress being made. Certainly, the
audience came away from the presentations
better informed than before, and grateful to
both Brown and Egan for providing their
updates. Now that the Program Management
Office is up and running, hopefully there
will be a lot more progress to report by
the time Comms Connect Melbourne rolls
around in November.
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More Policelink
callers go online

Sepura selected by
Aurizon Rail
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Infosys has launched its Melbourne 5G Living Lab, designed to help service providers
monetise 5G network deployment and assist organisations in becoming live enterprises
by imagining and creating new economies with 5G technology. It will provide a simulated
environment for rapid experimentation of new technologies, combining the best of
emerging technologies expertise in areas like IoT, AR, VR and AI and unique design
thinking. “Our communications sector is facing rapid and continuing change. Infosys’s
investment in a 5G Living Lab in Melbourne offers the promise of being an important
enabler for businesses across Australia,” said Paul Fletcher, Federal Minister for
Communications.
More info: bit.ly/2IX1I1M

Morse Micro funded
for Wi-Fi chips
A funding grant of $23.8 million has
been provided for IoT start-up Morse
Micro. Under the Series A funding,
the company will be able to take its
ultra-low power Wi-Fi HaLow chip to
mass production. Morse Micro’s chip
uses a 900 MHz radio band, which
boasts extended range and lower power
consumption compared to the 2.4 and 5
GHz bands used by conventional Wi-Fi.
Morse Micro’s chip also supports high
bandwidths and very large networks:
over 8000 devices can be connected to
a single access point, with data rates of
many megabits per second.
More info: bit.ly/2IVYuLJ
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Aurizon Rail has contracted Sepura’s
partner, Radlink Communications, to
supply radios for its rail network. Aurizon
has purchased 1200 Sepura SC20 handportable radios and 1800 SRG3900 mobile
terminals to be used across its network. The
SRGs will be installed across the train fleet
to maintain communications along the entire
network. The new radio network is due to
be operational this year and will use TETRA
technology, encompassing 79 sites across
rails stretching a total of 2670 kilometres.
The network will link 50 coalmines and four
major ports throughout central Queensland.
More info: bit.ly/2KqGb4N

Melbourne 5G Living Lab opened
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Increasing numbers of Policelink callers in
Queensland are now choosing to go online.
Over the last three years in particular, there
has been a steady but substantial increase
in the number of callers choosing the
Queensland Police Service’s online option.
In 2015–16, just over 100,000 callers went
online, but this number had jumped to nearly
170,000 callers by 2017–18. “Going online
is a win-win for the community and police
— it’s a fast way to convey information
to police and that in turn helps police to
respond quickly,” said Police Minister
Mark Ryan.
More info: bit.ly/2RpE69L

Telstra, NT invest in
rural broadband
Mobile and broadband services are being
rolled out in rural areas of the Northern
Territory by the NT Government and Telstra.
Under the latest round of the NTG-Telstra
Remote Telecommunications Co-Investment
Program, $28 million has been set aside to
get more remote communities connected,
with funding to roll out over four years to
2022. “Territorians, no matter where they
live, deserve to have the same access to
reliable and effective telecommunications
services as other Australians,” said the
NT Minister for Corporate and Information
Services, Lauren Moss. “Modern digital
connections are critical in our remote
areas for health and education, economic
development and for staying connected with
family and friends.”
More info: bit.ly/2FjPbEE
www.CriticalComms.com.au

command and control
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Zetron’s ACOM

takes flight at Sydney Airport
Australia’s largest airport has equipped its new Integrated Operations Centre with a Zetron communications
and console system.

M

ore than 40 million passengers pass through Sydney
Airport each year, making it one of Australia’s most
important pieces of infrastructure and an essential
part of the nation’s transport network. Located only
eight kilometres from the city centre, it connects to
more than 90 destinations worldwide.
And it employs thousands of people in all sorts of roles, from
security personnel to airfield operations workers. Keeping all those
staff members connected and safe at Australia’s busiest airport
requires a reliable yet flexible integrated communications system.
Since 2005, Sydney Airport has used Zetron’s ACOM communications and console system to help operations run smoothly, making
sure travellers arrive safely and arrive on time at their destinations,
24 hours per day, seven days per week.
After years of operating with no major upgrades, Sydney Airport
set out to build a brand new Integrated Operations Centre (IOC). With
that came the need for a new integrated communications system.
Although the then current ACOM system was just as reliable as
it was more than a decade earlier, in order to integrate with the
new digital services it was time to upgrade.
After identifying its core requirements in the new system —
including enhanced telephony functions, SIP telephony integration,
console functionality on tablet PCs and an IP architecture — Sydney
Airport began evaluating different systems. Zetron won the contract,
with its system architecture, service offering and competitive bid
being major factors in its favour. Not only would the new ACOM
system meet Sydney Airport’s requirements, it would also enable
a smooth migration thanks to its ability to remain fully functional
during the migration period.
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Continued operation of the ACOM ecosystem during the changeover
was achieved via a temporary Zetron conventional services gateway
(CSG) to facilitate both the new and old ACOM systems and retain
access to the shared radio resources. This enabled personnel to keep
both systems fully functional for a period of time after migrating, with
the option to roll back to the old control centre if they needed to.
With the new Integrated Operations Centre up and running along
with the new ACOM command-and-control system, the next phase
was training. In order for everyone to get up to speed on all the
new equipment, a ‘train the trainer’ approach proved to be quickest
and easiest, as well as enabling the operators to provide additional
input on their GUI requirements at the same time, saving time and
resources.

ACOM in action
With improved overall coverage, the new ACOM system has helped
Sydney Airport achieve its goal of greater automation in terminal
operations, while maintaining compatibility with other agencies.
The flexibility of the COTS, server-based system also gives Sydney
Airport the capacity to scale its operations in the future, and peace
of mind that the system will last for years to come.
“We were incredibly thrilled to continue our relationship with
Sydney Airports Corporation Ltd and contribute to their vision to
deliver a world-class airport experience,” said Ranjan Bhagat, Vice
President and General Manager of Zetron Australasia.
“Everyone’s happy with how the project turned out and we’re
looking forward to serving them for years to come.”
Zetron Australasia Pty Ltd
www.zetron.com
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Insulated hand tools
Fluke 1000 V Insulated Hand Tools are designed to keep workers safe in hazardous areas and
are rugged enough to use in the toughest environments without breaking.
The 11 new tools are manufactured using state-of-the-art German steel and include all the
basics electricians and technicians need to do their jobs safely and efficiently, including an assortment of pliers/cutters and screwdrivers.
The hand tools are rated at 1000 V, but individually tested to over 10,000 V. They are compliant
with globally recognised safety standards established by European regulatory agencies to ensure
safety when working in live environments. Multi-layer insulation combined with their ergonomic
design make these tools comfortable to use all day without strain or fatigue.
The tools are available individually, in multi-tool kits and in bundles with the Fluke Pack30
Professional Tool Backpack, the T6 Electrical Tester, 117 Electrician’s Multimeter or 87 V Digital

Optical time-domain
reflectometer

Multimeter.

The Fluke DSX-8000QOi contains

www.fluke.com.au

Fluke Australia Pty Ltd

the DSX-8000 copper analyser,
CertiFiber Pro OLTS quad wavelength, Optifiber Pro OTDR quad
wavelength, and a USB fibre
inspection probe. It is available
to rent from TechRentals.
The DSX-8000 copper analyser
enables testing and certification
of twisted-pair cabling for up to
40 Gigabit Ethernet deployments
and will handle any cabling system
such as Cat 5e, 6, 6A, 8 or Class
FA and I/II. It is said to make tasks
easier to manage and to achieve
system acceptance faster.
The CertiFiber Pro Optical Loss
Test Set offers efficient fibre-optics
certification. Featuring a simple
user interface, the CertiFiber Pro
eliminates errors and speeds up
troubleshooting. It performs Tier
1 (basic) fibre certification in 3 s
and complies with all applicable

Anritsu S412E LMR Master with
In-Building Signal Mapper &
DMR Repeater Testing

cabling standards, which call out
the encircled flux launch condition
requirements for optical sources.
The Optifiber Pro OTDR of-

The most powerful 3D inbuilding coverage mapping
tool available for P.25 and
DMR Networks

fers SmartLoop technology that
tests two fibres in a single test,
eliminating the need to travel to
the far end of the connection to
perform tests. It performs Tier 2
(extended) fibre certification and
displays a graphical EventMap for
easy trace interpretation.
The Fibre Inspection probe al-

Anritsu’s LMR Master™ S412E combines over-the-air analysis and coverage mapping
of narrowband analog and digital systems with a benchtop-class VNA, cable and
antenna analyzer, spectrum analyzer, and interference analyzer – all in a single
rugged handheld instrument.

lows users to inspect and certify
fibre-optic connector end-faces in
one second.
TechRentals
www.techrentals.com.au
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1-800-689-685
au-sales@anritsu.com
www.anritsu.com
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Mixed signal
oscilloscopes
The 4 Series MSO oscilloscopes, from Tektronix, feature
an intuitive touchscreen user

© Stock.Adobe.com/au/TTstudio

interface incorporating touch interactions similar to phones and
tablets, a large, high-resolution
display and modern industrial
design. 12-bit ADCs provide 16
times the vertical resolution of

Zetron adopted by
Metro Trains Melbourne
Metro Trains Melbourne will roll out Zetron
technology at its train control centre to improve
transit communications. The ACOM Command
& Control system will be utilised as the new
primary communications platform for the
train control centre at MCS, METROL DRS and
Flinders Street Station in Melbourne. The system
will enables drivers, operations staff, station
staff and others to communicate more efficiently,
through both voice and data. “A transportation
system as large and busy as Metro’s demands a
system that provides complete communications
interoperability, efficiency and geodiversity,”
said Ranjan Bhagat, Vice President and General
Manager, Zetron Australasia.
More info: bit.ly/2J3c6ou

traditional 8-bit ADCs, enabling
users to capture signals of interest while minimising the effects of unwanted noise.
The MSO has been built to meet a diverse range of application requirements alongside enhanced user experience. Typical applications include embedded design and
IoT, power design, education, manufacturing, test and troubleshooting, and service
installation and maintenance.
The 13.3″ (1920 x 1080 HD resolution) capacitive touch display features a stacked
display mode, automatically adding and removing additional horizontal waveform
‘slices’ (additional graticules) as waveforms are created and removed. Bandwidths
range from 200 MHz to 1.5 GHz.
The product offers six input channels, avoiding the introduction of a second scope
for complex applications such as embedded systems or power supply design. Innovative FlexChannel technology enables any input channel to be converted from an
analog to eight digital channels simply by connecting a logic probe.
Other features include an optional spectrum view, arbitrary function generator, power
measurement and analysis, and Serial Bus Decode, Triggering and Search. Bandwidth
and options are all field upgradeable.
element14

© Stock.Adobe.com/au/Jürgen Fälchle

au.element14.com

Broadband field meter
The Narda NBM-550 Broadband Field Strength
Meter measures the field strength of nonionising radiation from various transmission

Codan's new LMR
division president
Codan Communications has announced a new
president of its LMR division. Scott French
comes with a wealth of experience gained from
almost 30 years with world-class organisations
such as Motorola, Panasonic and Zetron. “I’m
honoured at being chosen to lead a company
that contributes to the advancement of the
public safety systems and solutions. Codan
Communications’, formerly Daniels Electronics,
decades of experience coupled with engineering
excellence provides the foundation by which
we will grow,” said French. During his time
at Motorola, French made the transition from
engineering to overall go-to-market leadership
for several lines of business, helping to transform
Motorola into a solutions provider beyond LMR.
More info: bit.ly/2RogC4K
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facilities. This includes mobile phone and
broadcast towers, to determine radiation
exposure to nearby workers and the general
public. It is available to rent from TechRentals.
It can be used to make precise measurements to establish human safety, particularly
in workplace environments where high electric
field strengths are likely to occur.
It also includes a non-directional isotropic
probe for applications in the frequency range
3 MHz to 18 GHz, with a probe interface that
automatically detects probe parameters for
simple operation.
The Narda NBM-550 features a large
graphical display, built-in memory storage
for up to 5000 results, audible warnings with programmable threshold and a GPS
interface with automatic storage of position and measurement data.
TechRentals
www.techrentals.com.au
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Safety first
for festivals

The switch from analog radio to
Hytera DMR is helping authorities
more efficiently coordinate safety
services for a large festival.
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L

angelandsfestivalen is Denmark’s
biggest family festival, attracting
around 25,000 visitors each year.
When so many people gather in a
single place, accidents are bound
to happen. So those visitors, and staff, depend on
emergency services personnel having access to an
efficient communication solution to coordinate
efforts in case of a crisis.
Fire & Rescue Center Nyborg, headquartered
in Fyn, Denmark, is the non-profit rescue
service organisation that offers emergency and
environmental services for the area. Its staff
comprises about 140 voluntary workers who often
participate in large events and festivals, such as
Langelandsfestivalen, where there are enhanced
risks of accidents. When they are on location they
have several teams of nurses, doctors and firemen
at the ready to offer help when something bad
happens.
It’s absolutely essential for Fire & Rescue Center
Nyborg that good communications are available,
as life or death can be decided in seconds. The
organisation had previously used an analog radio
system but it failed to meet expectations — when
something occurred, controllers had to ask where
everyone was positioned and who was closest to
the accident. At large festivals there are seldom any
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regular maps or roads available, so the situation can
become chaotic.
Safer solution
There were several minor accidents at the most
recent festival, including two fires, and Fire &
Rescue Center Nyborg staff were ready to jump in
and limit the damage. As the festival was held on an
island and the nearest hospital was quite far away,
it was more efficient to provide help on-site, from
where Fire & Rescue Center Nyborg performed
about 2000 treatments and managed everything
from smaller cut wounds and nausea to allergic
reactions and suspected blood clots.
Helping to achieve this result was a new Hytera
DMR digital radio system, which comprised 15
handheld radios, a dispatcher and a repeater. With
the new system, Fire & Rescue Center Nyborg
could locate every team member on a dynamic
personnel information (DPI) map and contact the
appropriate volunteer straight away, saving time
and in turn helping to save lives.
According to Nicolai B. Clausen, Rescue Manager,
Fire & Rescue Center Nyborg, everything went
surprisingly fast during the transition from analog
to digital. “Within one week from our decision
to move over to digital we had a complete digital
system in our hands, ready to be used,” he said.

The access to DPI maps and the ability to
coordinate the teams more efficiently have been the
biggest advantages of the digital system so far. Fire
& Rescue Center Nyborg can now manage almost
every situation much faster and thereby prevent
people from being hospitalised. With DMR,
it has gained the ability to operate proactively
and structure easier communications between
ambulance personnel, firemen, nurses and doctors
from one central location. All this enables a more
secure environment for both visitors and officials.
“Our new radios are smaller than our previous
ones, and also easier to handle — which shouldn’t
be underestimated,” said Clausen. “Since our
organisation consists of volunteers, we have people
in all age groups with different skill sets working
with us, and so far no one has experienced any
difficulties using the new equipment. Another
huge benefit is the improved voice quality in loud
environments, which is very useful at large events
such as Langelandsfestivalen.”

Hytera Communications Australia Pty Ltd
www.hytera.com.au
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Industry Talking
June saw members gather in Sydney for Comms Connect and the ARCIA dinner. During
Comms Connect, ARCIA again held multi-coupling training courtesy of RFI, which attracted
more 30 people from a cross-section of the industry. Since November 2018 that is now
more than 100 people who have attended ARCIA multi-coupling training, which is an excellent outcome. We will be conducting more training in Brisbane and we intend to run two
courses during Comms Connect Melbourne 2019. Clearly there is demand for industry-led
training and ARCIA is now looking for other suitable material and providers to help deliver
this to the industry.
So far during 2019 we have also been talking with many businesses who have highlighted the various issues they face with ‘RF workers’. A common question is, how can
we tell if a person is trained to the standard we require? What are the suitable standards
for installers, technicians, engineers and project managers?
We need to attract more people to the industry and we need to find ways to provide a
vocational outcome for both business and employees. In the face of current training options
it will fall to industry to take action. My personal view is I would like to see RF workers
carrying an industry card that includes a training level. However, we are very long way
from that at the moment and we will need a lot of industry support to make it work. To
actually be accepted it must be held to a high standard rather than a ‘tick and flick’ we
see so often nowadays.
In Sydney we were privileged to welcome Edward Parkinson from FirstNet to Sydney.
Mr Parkinson provided an excellent update on FirstNet and the number of US public safety
agencies that are using the service. There a number of unique features of the FirstNet
partnership with AT&T in the US market and there are many lessons to be learned for other
jurisdictions, including Australia. At Comms Connect there were also several presentations
from ‘Team Finland’, showing us how they handle critical communications now and how
they intend to in the future. There is a growing recognition that the global public safety
market will benefit from open standards and access to new technology at a price that is
affordable. I would like to add ARCIA’s thank you to all the international guests for taking
the time to travel around the world to bring their experience to our market.
With all the discussions around LTE, public safety and POC services, you could easily be forgiven for thinking that LMR around the world is shrinking. This is not the case;
many markets are transitioning from analog to digital services and overall the global LMR
market is growing. This is a point that ARCIA continues to take to regulators, public safety
and industry in general — the demand for critical communications remains and there are
several technology options. In recent ACMA discussion papers we are pleased to see there
is now recognition of the need for spectrum for LTE that is outside of the public carriers
networks, another battle on which ARCIA has had some success.
ARCIA has introduced a revised partnership prospectus for 2019 and a slight adjustment
of membership fees. People are often surprised by the range of work that the Association
covers; this happens only with the tremendous support we get from our members and partners. A huge amount of this work relies on volunteered time and over the past few years
a lot of that load has fallen on the shoulders of our Executive Officer, Ian Miller. It is clear
we need to do more and this will require the Association to become more professional,
with more part-time secretarial and event services. Our policy is to try to run a relatively
balanced budget, while investing in events and other activities the committee believe to be
worthwhile. We hope that you support our endeavours to provide better services to members.
During the week of Comms Connect in Sydney, members from the TCCA/ATCCF and ARCIA
met and agreed to work more closely on issues concerning the wireless communications
industry. For many years, Europe-based TCCA has been involved in standards work and
in particular the 3GPP standard. As technology develops the awareness of these standards
is increasing, and in a globalised communications world there is a need for ARCIA to not
only maximise the benefits from our existing international agreements,
but to also become more involved in areas of common standards and
requirements. This new agreement will provide many benefits to our
members and the Australasian communications industry in general.

Cable and antenna
analyser
The R&S CableRider ZPH has all
the essential basic measurement
capabilities required for installing
and maintaining antenna systems
in the field. Its features ensure fast
and efficient cable and antenna
measurements and spectrum
analysis. The easy-to-use analyser
features a touchscreen and large
keypad designed for field use.
With its short boot and warmup times and fast measurement
speed, the R&S CableRider ZPH
quickly gets down to analysing.
Measurement set-ups can be predrawn and settings preconfigured.
Thanks to the wizard function, fast
and accurate measurements are
performed in a single step. Generating measurement reports is
easy with the R&S InstrumentView
software.
There is no need to calibrate the
analyser before use. It is calibrated
before leaving the factory.
The battery lasts up to an entire
work day on just one charge. The
keypad is illuminated to facilitate
working in dim environments. The
leading-edge capacitive touchscreen of the R&S CableRider
ZPH is changing the way users
interact with an analyser — simply
touch the screen to add markers
and change settings.
These features and the ergonomic design make the R&S CableRider ZPH suitable for fast and

Hamish Duff, President
Australian Radio Communications
Industry Association

efficient on-site measurements.
Rohde & Schwarz (Australia)
Pty Ltd
www.rohde-schwarz.com.au
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Project aims
to deliver 5G
breakthrough
The DLINK research project aims to put the UK at the forefront of millimetre wave comms technology.

T

he DLINK project — a collaboration between Lancaster
University and Glasgow University along with major
industrial partners and advisors including BT, Nokia
Bell Labs, IQE, Filtronic, Optocap and Teledyne e2v,
and which has Intel on its advisory board — aims to
provide ‘fibre-in-air’ communication links with unprecedented data
rates and transmission distance by exploiting a thus-far unused
portion of the wireless communications spectrum, called D-band.
D-Band, which is the portion of spectrum between 151 and 174.8
GHz, is particularly relevant for 5G because, being very wide, it
enables the wireless transmission of high data rates — around
45 Gbps.
The breakthrough goal of DLINK is to enable data transmission
over distances of one kilometre, by using a novel transmitter with
excellent ability to withstand the high attenuation from rain and
other atmospheric conditions that can be a problem in that portion
of the spectrum.
Wireless data demands are continuing to gather pace with widespread proliferation of internet connected devices and increasingly
demanding applications — around 74% of mobile data traffic will
come from video streaming within five years.
There is thus an urgent need for new wireless communications
technologies capable of delivering data at high speeds and low
cost and without needing installations of fibre or large unsightly
equipment on the tops of buildings.
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DLINK has been funded with more than £850,000 from the UK
Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council. The research
group at Lancaster will build novel, powerful, vacuum travelling
wave tubes, devices that greatly amplify the transmission power
needed to enable new mesh architectures for high-data-rate wireless networks in this band.
The travelling wave tube will provide transmission power and
work in conjunction with a novel oscillator to produce high data
rates. The oscillator will be built by a team at University of Glasgow, led by Professor Edward Wasige.
DLINK is being led by Professor Claudio Paoloni, Cockcroft
Chair and Head of Engineering at Lancaster University. He is a
researcher in the field of millimetre wave travelling wave tubes
and has coordinated multimillion-pound projects for novel wireless network architectures in different portions of the wireless
spectrum — from 90 up 300 GHz.
“The huge growth of mobile data and consumer demand for video
streaming, along with the Internet of Things, driverless vehicles,
virtual reality and a multitude of other emerging technologies are
going to require fibre-quality data speeds but delivered wirelessly
and ubiquitously,” Professor Paoloni said.
“The DLINK project has the ambition to deliver new wireless
technologies that will enable us to exploit the as yet unused Dband part of the spectrum, and position the UK as a major player
in achieving a beyond 5G connected future.”
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Introducing the CM60 Series
Designed, engineered and manufactured in Australia for the toughest conditions, the CM60 Series provides a robust
solution ideal for both the large systems integrator with an extensive network of mobiles, portables and repeaters,
or the small operator with a single site.
The CM60 Series provides an analogue solution with optional licensing upgrades for P25 in Conventional, Trunk and
AES 256-bit Encryption.
The advanced User Interface Control (UIC 600 Series) features an OLED screen for high-visibility characters, back-lit
keypad, powerful front facing speaker and a secure in-vehicle interactive bracket.
All CM60 variants are compliant with AS/NZS 4295 (LMR). UHF variants are compliant with AS/NZS 4365 (CB) and all
P25 variants are CAP (Compliance Assessment Program) compliant, conforms to TIA-102 Standards.

gmeprofessional.com

Measurements
on the go
Here are the basics of four measurements you can perform on the go — RTSA,
noise figure, CAT and OTA.

M

icrowave systems frequently
encounter sources of interference, ranging from
cellular systems and satellite ground stations to
microwave backhaul systems that can lead
to poor signal quality. This can include a
dropped cellphone call or poor audio quality. Wireless communication systems often
operate under a limited amount of regulated
radio interference due to limitations of the
radio frequency spectrum.
An engineer working in the field conducts
routine maintenance on and troubleshoots
deployed RF, microwave and millimetre-wave
systems. On any given day, you may need
to measure a wide variety of devices or
signals: cables, antennas, communications
systems or intermittent spurious signals, to
ensure robust signal quality and uninterrupted service.
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To perform these functions successfully
requires a basic understanding of measurements and a portable, easy-to-use handheld
instrument. This article will outline four
common measurements you can perform
in the field: real-time spectrum analysis
(RTSA), noise figure, over-the-air (OTA)
testing and a cable and antenna test (CAT).

Real-time spectrum analysis
RTSA processes signal samples gap-free,
generating certain measurements, such
as scalar, power or magnitude that correspond to traditional spectrum analysis
measurements.
Signal interference over wireless networks is on the rise, resulting in poor
signal quality. This has a profound impact
on wireless devices and communications
ranging from car radios to mission critical
applications such as public safety. In a highly

dynamic signal environment, weak signals
can be masked by wider or longer duration
signals. Interference may also occur during
a spectrum analyser’s dead time. Gapless
RTSA techniques reveal these transient,
overlapping signal detections.
Co-channel interference detection and
troubleshooting is the most challenging
task in a communications network because
interferers can be hidden under the serving
frequency. Typically, a user has to turn off the
carrier transmitter to find any other signals
that appear in the same frequency channel
before eliminating or reducing their impact.
This tends to be very intrusive and can
disrupt normal communication services.
Under many circumstances, turning off
serving transmitters is not a viable solution, depending on the nature of the
services, such as base station testing.
RTSA profiles OTA characteristics, being
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field testing

FieldFox handheld analyser’s 100 MHz real-time bandwidth
identifies a 5G NR signal.
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able to detect hidden interferers under
the serving carrier.
RTSA also helps with interference
detection, given the widespread use and
proliferation of wireless technologies.

Noise figure
Noise figure measures the degradation of
the signal-to-noise ratio, as a signal passes
through an active or passive device. Noise
figure uniquely characterises entire systems
in addition to their components, including
the pre-amplifier, mixer and IF amplifier.
By controlling the noise figure and gain of
the components, the designer controls the
noise figure of the overall system. Once you
identify or know the noise figure, you can
easily estimate system sensitivity from the
system’s bandwidth.
Communication system capacity is limited
by internally generated noise. This noise
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will reduce link budget, increase investment on the transmitter side or increase
antenna cost at the receiver side. One key
performance indicator for a receiver is its
sensitivity; the ability to reliably discern
small signals close to the noise floor. While
vector network analyser (VNA) S-parameter
and spectrum analyser channel power and
adjacent channel power measurements focus
on signal behaviour, the performance of a
communication system is based on signalto-noise ratio. To get a complete picture
of total system performance, you need an
additional evaluation of internally generated
noise. Lower noise figure values typically
mean better device performance.

Cable and antenna test
Nearly 50 to 60% of cellular base station
problems are caused by faulty cables, connectors and antennas. The failure of these
components causes several issues, including
poor coverage and unnecessary handovers
in cellular systems. Cable and antenna
measurements verify and troubleshoot RF/
microwave transmission systems and antennas. These measurements are typically
made along the coaxial cable, connecting a
transmitter to its antenna, or between an
antenna and its receiver. A CAT identifies
the location of poor performance in adapters
and damaged antennas, as well as breaks
or bends in cable lines.
Failure in cable system transmission
lines due to exposure to harsh weather
conditions is a common maintenance issue.
Sheltered cable installations can expose
components to heat, stress and oils that
can leak into the system. Cable faults can
occur at any interface between cables and
connects where soldered joints and crimps
in the cable weaken and break.
Transmission lines are often very long
and, sometimes, the ends of a line separate,

making end-to-end cable measurements
nearly impossible. Two cable troubleshooting
techniques include:
• Distance to fault (DTF): reports the location of each cable fault.
• Time-domain reflectometry (TDR): characterises the type of fault, such as a
bend in the cable or a cut. A bend in
the cable will appear capacitive; a nick
in the cable will appear inductive.

Over-the-air testing
Wireless networks have become increasingly
complex with 4G and 5G looming on the
horizon. One major challenge is the question
of what network coverage really is, since
today’s wireless networks are comprised of
layers of macrocells, microcells and picocells. With users shifting between LTE and
5G, defining wireless coverage can become
complicated and difficult to troubleshoot. OTA
testing assesses the level of cell coverage
needed to ensure continuous connectivity
in various mobile communication scenarios,
including voice coverage, text messages and
data services.
OTA antenna testing in the field is the best
way to verify that each cell has sufficient
neighbours for successful handovers. With
OTA measurements, you can scan an area
to determine how many cells are available,
identify which cells are good neighbours
or troubleshoot handover problems, such
as missing neighbours.
This is an edited version of a much more
detailed Keysight whitepaper that explores
the capabilities of the FieldFox handheld
analyser. The full white paper is available
at http://literature.cdn.keysight.com/litweb/
pdf/5992-3772EN.pdf
Keysight Technologies Australia Pty Ltd
www.keysight.com
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Electrical case feet

News

Metcase’s Technofeet are universal case
feet that can be fitted, with or without
legs, to any plastic or metal enclosure.
They are ø30 x 12 mm high and made
out of ABS (UL 94 HB).
The feet come in two standard kits,
each containing four feet, push-in anti-
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skid pads and self-tapping screws. The
second kit also includes two tilt legs with
120° rotation. Both kits are available in
three standard colours: anthracite, light
grey and black.
ROLEC OKW Australia New Zealand
P/L

Police complete
rollout of managed
service
Motorola Solutions has completed the rollout
of a new mobility managed service for
Victoria Police, enabling increased situational
awareness, safety and productivity on the
front line. Officers across the state have
received 9398 mobile devices loaded with
smart applications to give them a technological
edge to protect the community. The end-toend managed service enables Victoria Police
members to focus on core policing activities
rather than managing the technology. The
service includes device management, support,
repair and replacement services. The managed
service will run for a minimum of five years with
the potential to extend to 11 years and is valued
at more than $50 million.
More info: bit.ly/2x4m6Z1

www.metcase.com.au

Industrial IoT edge device
The Schneider Electric Magelis IIoT Edge Box, with NodeRED pre-installed, is an industrial edge device that requires
no maintenance.
It is designed to run in harsh environments, and the device
stands alongside (in parallel to) the existing automation control
system, minimising plant disruption. It connects to and collects data from field devices, and provides a wide array of
connectivity options, hard-wired I/O and remote access via
Wi-Fi or 4G, plus options including blind box or local operator
screen, expansion accessories and operating system options
for Windows 10 and Linux. It is natively cybersecure.
Node-RED can be configured for one-way communications
only, so device data is accessible in read-only mode. IIoT Edge Box also incorporates
cybersecurity features such as end-to-end data encryption.
The Magelis IIoT Edge Box provides a first step towards IIoT and IT/OT integration
without the need to change or stop the existing control system.
Schneider Electric IT Australia
www.schneider-electric.com/ups

Dash-mount antenna
The Panorama BATGM2-7-38-24-58 is designed for telematics applications requiring
high-speed data with MIMO 4G and 3.8 GHz 5G and fallback 3G/2G support, along

BAE Systems opens SA HF
lab
A world-class HF laboratory has been opened
by BAE Systems in South Australia. It will be
used to develop new technology for the upgraded
Jindalee Operational Radar Network (JORN). The
radar network plays a pivotal role supporting
the Australian Defence Force’s air and maritime
operations, border surveillance, disaster relief
and search and rescue operations. The current $1
billion, 10-year upgrade will significantly increase
both the surveillance area and the data gathered
by the network. Up to 80 specialist engineers and
graduate engineers will work in the purpose-built
facility at Edinburgh Parks.
More info: bit.ly/2Ku4v5L
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with positioning through GPS/GNSS/GLONASS and dual-band 2.4/5.0 GHz Wi-Fi.
The isolated dual 5G/4G/3G/2G antennas cover 698–960/1710–3800 MHz and the
element design ensures a high first time connection rate and an ongoing, robust
communications link even in many low coverage areas.
The antenna is designed to be mounted on or under a vehicle dashboard but can be mounted on any non-conductive surface. The
BATGM2-7-38-24-58 is supplied with five integrated, low-loss
coaxial cables, available pre-terminated
with either SMA or FAKRA type connectors. The antenna moulding
and cables are flame retardant
and meet the requirements of
UN118.01, making it suitable for
transportation vehicles, as well.
Panorama Antennas Pty Ltd
www.panorama-antennas.com
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Handheld satellite PTT radio
The Icom IC-SAT100 is an Iridium PTT-capable land mobile radio that offers

LoRa outdoor wireless
I/O module

real-time communications between groups of individuals, each of whom can be

The WISE-4610 Sensor Node

provides critical communications beyond the range of trunked radio networks

provides convenient functions

and as an emergency back-up. It can interoperate with existing LMR networks

such as customised private/public

and can be managed over the air through the Iridium PTT Command Center,

networks and GPS positioning. It

simplifying device administration.

anywhere on the planet. The product, combined with the Iridium service offering,

offers the considerable advan-

The IC-SAT100 is also compatible with existing Icom portfolio accessories

tages of LoRa networks in terms

and the VE-PG4, an interoperability gateway feature that allows for integration

of long-distance, low power con-

with any existing deployed LMR systems. It is over military-grade ruggedness

sumption, low interference and

and includes a high-volume audio speaker to ensure communications clarity,

good penetration rates.

even in high ambient noise environments.

Not only does it provide wireless communication coverage of

Icom Australia Pty Ltd
www.icom.net.au

5 km, the WISE-4610 also has a
long battery life due to the low
power consumption of the LoRa
network. Additionally, the node’s
built-in solar rechargeable battery
and 10–50 V wide voltage external
power supply eliminates power
supply issues and allows users to

“Rigol Best Value
Spectrum Analysers”

continue using the device without
frequent battery changes. For
outdoor applications, IP65-grade
housing and the M12 waterproof
connector provide the device with
enhanced protection. DIN rail,
wall, pole, and stack mounting

RIGOL DSA-705

RIGOL DSA-815

methods are available for node

4100kHz to 500MHz Frequency Range
4RBW settable down to 100 Hz
4DANL down to -130 dBm

49 kHz to 1.5 GHz Frequency Range
4RBW settable down to 10 Hz
4DANL down to -155 dBm

deployment in various locations
and GPS support is offered.
The WISE-4610 can be used for
applications requiring continuous

500MHz FROM $999 ex GST

1.5GHz FROM $1,869 ex GST

long-term outdoor monitoring,

New
2018
Product!

long-distance transmissions and
small-scale data flows. It is also
suitable for urban infrastructure
projects or factory sites such as
water purification plants, water
pumping stations, sewage treatment plants and outdoor pipelines.
Other monitoring applications utilising the LoRa/LoRaWAN network
can be easily implemented with
the WISE-4610 to provide greater
precision and detail. Automatic
data collection and centralised
management allows large-scale
factory operations to replace
conventional approaches such as
manual recording and inspections.
Advantech Australia Pty Ltd
www.advantech.net.au
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RIGOL DSA-832E/875

RIGOL RSA-5000 Real-Time Analysers

49 kHz to 3.2GHz & 7.5 GHz
4RBW settable down to 10 Hz
4DANL down to -161 dBm

49 kHz to 3.2GHz & 6.5GHz
4RBW settable down to 1 Hz
4Optional Tracking Generator

3.2GHz FROM $3,206 ex GST

3.2GHz FROM $11,499 ex GST

Buy on-line at www.emona.com.au/rigol

Sydney

Melbourne

Tel 03 9889 0427
Tel 02 9519 3933
Fax 03 9889 0715
Fax 02 9550 1378
email testinst@emona.com.au

Brisbane

Tel 07 3392 7170
Fax 07 3848 9046

Adelaide

Tel 08 8363 5733
Fax 08 8363 5799

Perth

Tel 08 9361 4200
Fax 08 9361 4300

web www.emona.com.au
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Optimising digital
RF communication
systems
Mike Fortna and Rob Barden*

Alignment techniques can dramatically improve (or degrade) the performance of the equipment you use.

W

ith the rapid expansion of
digital radio technologies
like DMR, dPMR, P25, and
NXDN in both the public
safety and commercial land
mobile radio markets, many radio operators, engineers and technicians are facing
system performance issues that are difficult
to analyse. These digital systems operate
very differently in comparison to analog FM
systems. Understanding how these digital
systems work will enable RF professionals
to improve their digital radio system operation through the use of better alignment
techniques and proper digital verification
methods.
Most RF professionals are aware of
coverage studies that are related to transmit
power variations. Figure 1 shows typical
coverage maps of 100 W (50 dBm), 50 W
(47 dBm) and 25 W (44 dBm).
Given equivalent performance factors
except for power level, we can see that
the coverage area becomes smaller as the
transmitter power level is decreased. This
is expected and would hold true for both
analog and digital systems.
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With digital systems, there are additional
factors that can cause issues with coverage. Coverage is not only affected by the
RF power level, but also the quality of the
transmitted digital signal. Just because a
radio is digital, it does not mean the signal
is necessarily good. There are performance
metrics of a digital RF transmitter that must
be measured to quantify the quality of the
digital signal. While digital radios transmit
modulation using digital methods, in most
radios, the quality of this signal is directly
related to proper FM deviation alignment. In
addition to sufficient RF level, the receiver
must see a good quality digital signal to
decode the data properly.
FM deviation alignment is critical to the
performance of a radio in the digital mode.
This requires precise and accurate measurement to ensure that the radio meets its
published specifications. Alignments, when
done correctly, will enhance your digital
radio system range and performance. Poor
FM deviation alignments can create coverage
reductions of 3 to 6 dB. This is equivalent
to the coverage loss seen in the transmit
power reductions shown in Figure 1.

How does digital radio
technology work?
Many of today’s land mobile radio technologies rely on digital modulation based
on 4 level frequency shift keying (FSK) to
represent the digital ones and zeros used
to transmit information over the air. Digital
radios use a voice coder/decoder (vocoder)
to convert analog voice to digital data. These
systems can carry both vocoded audio and
data (like short messaging services) using
the same modulation method or air interface.
The data rates are slow compared with
digital systems used in cellular networks
like LTE and 4G. This is because almost
all land mobile radio frequencies use very
narrow bandwidth channels of 6.25 kHz,
12.5 kHz, or 25 kHz in order to maximise
the number of users within a given band.
Some technologies utilise time division
multiple access (TDMA) techniques to divide these channels further into slots that
have multiple users per RF channel. DMR
for example, accommodates two users in a
12.5 kHz RF bandwidth channel. Figure 2
shows a typical block diagram of a digital
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radio. Here you can see the use of the
vocoder, the channel coder and a modulator that converts the digital data to 4FSK
modulation over the air.
4FSK modulation means that there are
four allowed frequency deviation states of
the RF carrier (also called symbols) that
represent the digital data. If there are four
specific deviation states, then each of these
states (or symbols) are called ‘dibits’ and
represent two bits of data: 00, 01, 10 or
11. It is important to understand that these
symbols (deviation states) must be precisely
synchronised with the symbol clock within
the radio. The amount of deviation at the
symbol clock time dictates whether that
symbol is 00, 01, 10 or 11.
How close the symbols are in relation
to their specified deviation state at the
symbol clock time affects the quality of
the transmitted signal. This is critical to
the performance of the system for both
range and voice quality. A digital measurement, called symbol deviation, tells us how
closely a transmitter’s signal is meeting the
specification for correct deviation at the
symbol clock time.

Figure 3 shows a P25 C4FM digital
signal with deviation levels after demodulation (through an FM discriminator) on an
oscilloscope. These deviation points can be
plotted at the symbol time using a distribution display that shows the four frequency
states and the corresponding ‘dibits’.

What can go wrong?
With analog FM technology, our human ear
can discern a voice, even in the presence
of a high level of noise, at ranges that can
sometimes exceed those of digital systems.
Digital radios typically exhibit very good voice
quality up to the point that the receiver can
no longer handle the number of bit errors.
Then the call is abruptly dropped. We’ve all
experienced cell phone calls where simply
moving a few feet can cause the voice
quality to quickly degrade or the call to be
lost entirely. This is due to excessive bit
errors, or errors caused when the signal
has so much impairment, that the receiver
can no longer determine if the symbol is
00 or 01.
The differences from how analog FM
works, as noted above, are why digital

systems must be maintained and aligned
correctly to ensure the best possible voice
quality and coverage range if they are to
match the performance of analog FM systems. Digital radio receiver performance is
tested using bit error rate, or BER, measurements to determine the receiver sensitivity
instead of SINAD as used with analog FM.
Besides digital receiver BER performance,
the quality of the digital transmission also
affects the system range and voice quality.
The transmitter must modulate the carrier
with 4FSK to the precise symbol deviation at the symbol clock time to correctly
impart the digital data onto the carrier.
How close these symbols are to the ideal
frequency deviation points at the symbol
clock time greatly affects the performance
of the system.
If the transmitter symbol deviation is
not precisely where it should be, then the
receiver will have a difficult time determining what the symbol value is intended to
be. When the receiver cannot accurately
determine the value of the symbol, then it
will produce an output with a high BER.
This will cause problems with voice quality, data integrity and overall range of the
radio system.
As you can imagine, transmitting a
poorly modulated 4FSK signal may work
during a short range ‘radio check,’ since
the transmitted signal has sufficient signal
strength where the receiver can decode
even a poorly modulated signal. However,
over any significant distance, the RF air
interface between radio transmitters and
receivers will cause additional impairment
of any RF signal. Effects such as noise,
interference, multipath and inter-symbol
interference (ISI) will degrade the quality
of the received signal. That is why a ‘Test
1-2-3’ voice check at short range does not
accurately replicate real world RF scenarios
where the quality of the signal is significantly degraded.
Figure 4 shows a ‘good’ DMR modulated
signal versus a poorly modulated signal.
The good signal shows a transmitted DMR
signal at full power where the symbol deviation points are clearly aligned to the clock
producing a clean transmitted DMR signal.
The other displays a signal that has been
degraded through improper alignment, yet is
still at full power. You can easily see why
the receiver will have difficulty decoding
the poor signal once the quality is further
impaired over its propagated distance.
continued
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The effect of analog alignment
on digital radios

Figure 1. Coverage study with various site transmitter power settings.

Figure 2. A typical digital radio block diagram.

Figure 3. P25 C4FM modulation showing the ‘Dibit’ and the corresponding frequency deviation of each symbol.

Figure 4. A good DMR modulated signal versus a poorly modulated signal.
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Symbol deviation and modulation fidelity or
FSK error performance are greatly affected
by P25, DMR, dPMR, and NXDN radios’
analog FM deviation settings that are created
during the alignment of the radio. Accurate
FM deviation alignments are required to
produce a good digital signal when the radio is transmitting in digital mode. In order
to validate that the analog FM deviation
alignments were made correctly, the radio
needs to be tested for symbol deviation and
modulation fidelity, or FSK error, in a digital
mode. Having the proper test equipment is
vital in meeting these requirements.
The accuracy of these alignments is
significantly affected by the accuracy of
the deviation meter used for FM modulation measurements. Both the absolute and
the relative accuracy of the meter over the
modulating frequency range are important
factors for correct FM deviation measurements. In addition, once an alignment has
been completed on a radio, you must have
the ability to measure the digital modulation performance (symbol deviation and
modulation fidelity, or FSK error). This will
verify that the analog alignment actually
produces a good digital transmitter signal.
It is only through testing the radio transmitter’s symbol deviation and modulation
fidelity, or FSK error, that you can verify
whether it will work properly on the radio
network. Figure 5 shows the relationship
between an analog FM receiver’s sensitivity
(measured as SINAD) and a digital radio
receiver’s sensitivity (measured as BER) for
both a signal with good modulation fidelity
and symbol deviation versus one with poor
modulation fidelity and symbol deviation.
All RF signals, both analog and digital,
lose amplitude and are more susceptible to
noise as the radio wave propagates over a
given distance. However, the effect between
analog and digital is substantially different.
With analog FM signals, the noise is directly
demodulated and present at the speaker.
However, with digital 4FSK signals, the
noise degrades the quality of the symbols,
making recovery of the data more difficult.
This is the same issue caused by improper
FM deviation alignment.
The digital radio receiver will try to
decode the bits until the receiver’s forward
error correction can no longer correct for
the symbol errors, resulting in a rapid roll
off of voice quality and range. To visually
see how noise impacts a digital signal,
Figure 6 shows a view of a demodulated
P25 C4FM digital signal with low noise and
continued
with high noise.
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affect the symbol deviation of the transmitter when it transmits a digital signal.

Relative measurements

Figure 5. Analog FM receiver sensitivity compared to digital receiver sensitivity.

Figure 6. A good P25 C4FM signal at two different signal strengths.

As you can clearly see, a weak signal
becomes more difficult for the receiver to
decode due to the noise that is present,
and this is further complicated when the
transmit signal has other impairments,
such as those from improper deviation
adjustment.

Understanding FM deviation
meter operation
FM deviation measurements play an
important part in the radio’s digital performance. For this reason, we need to
understand how a FM deviation meter
operates. This will help us to understand
the issues surrounding its use in digital
radio deviation adjustments. The meter is
a peak responding AC voltmeter that is
measuring the audio of the demodulated
output from the test receiver. There are two
different types of FM deviation measurements that are common in the alignment of
digital radios: absolute and relative. Radio
deviation alignment is very important as
the radio creates its digital signal based
on how these deviation settings are made.
Improper deviation alignment will result
in poor digital signal quality.

Absolute measurements
Absolute measurements are measurements that must reference an absolute
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value. These are typical when specifying
a radio performance in hard numbers.
RF power, RF frequency error, audio frequency error and deviation are examples
of absolute levels or readings referenced
to an absolute standard that are taken
when measuring a radio.
When measuring the absolute deviation level of a transmitter, it is important
to consider all of the factors that might
impact that measurement. FM deviation
meters are peak reading. Therefore, other
frequency components, besides the primary
frequency being tested, will combine and
add to the deviation level displayed on the
meter. Noise is the largest additive contributor to deviation measurements. Most
test receivers or modulation meters that
use a super-heterodyne receiver will have
controls for setting the audio frequency
(AF) and intermediate frequency (IF) filters to limit the amount of noise that is
allowed to pass through the receiver and
effect the measurement.
To understand this, we need examine
how the filter settings affect the measurements taken. One typical measurement for
P25 radios is the setting of the deviation
level of a 1.2 kHz signal (1200 Hz audio
tone) to 2.83 kHz. This is a common
adjustment made on many digital radios.
The accuracy of this alignment will directly

Another type of measurement is a relative
measurement where the deviation of one
rate (or tone) is compared to the deviation
of another rate. Most digital radios require
this type of alignment where a low audio
frequency tone (for example 80 Hz) is
transmitted and measured followed by a
higher audio frequency tone (for example 3
kHz or 6 kHz). The high tone deviation is
then adjusted to be the same level as the
low tone. The goal is to ensure maximum
flatness across the audio range that the
radio uses to modulate the digital signal.
The IF and AF filter settings for this
type of measurement should be configured
for the highest rate to be measured. This
setting should be the same for the lowrate tone when making relative measurements to reduce any error that may occur
due to differences in filter response and
settings. This particular measurement
will be impacted by the flatness of the
measuring device.
If the instrument does not have a flat
response between the two test tones, the
radio will be misaligned by the amount
of ‘slope’ that the measuring device has.
As an example, a 0.4 dB slope on the
measuring device from 80 Hz to 6 kHz
will cause approximately 5% error in the
adjustment.
From this we can see how complex
FM deviation measurements for digital
radios are compared to legacy analog FM
measurements. Conversations with RF
technicians indicate that filter settings
and the accuracy of FM deviation meter
specification are rarely understood. These
filters are typically not set properly in the
field for testing or alignment and the accuracy of the test equipment FM deviation
meter is overlooked. This can and will
adversely affect digital radio performance.
*Mike Fortna is Senior Product Marketing
Engineer for Cobham (now Viavi) AvComm,
and (at the time of writing) Rob Barden is
Director of Product Marketing. Ken Weipert
(Senior System Technologist, Motorola Solutions) and Neil Horden (Chief Consultant,
Federal Engineering) also contributed to
this article, which is an edited version of
a much longer Cobham AvComm white
paper. The full version can be read at
http://www.vicom.com.au/images/syncfiles/
whpvacoba01_151111_1_b.pdf
Vicom Australia Pty Ltd
www.vicom.com.au
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Optical Network Progression

politics

Returning to

T

he newly re-elected Morrison government has appointed
Paul Fletcher as Minister of Communications, Cyber
Safety and the Arts. Fletcher, who has been a member
of parliament since 2009, was most recently Minister
for Families and Social Services.
He has prior experience in the portfolio, having served as
Parliamentary Secretary to the then Minister for Communications
Malcolm Turnbull from 2013 until September 2015, when Turnbull
mounted his coup and took over as Prime Minister.
During that tenure, Fletcher established the initial implementation
of the Mobile Black Spot Program, and helped introduce a number
of deregulatory reform measures.
After leaving the role, he served as Minister for Major Projects,
Territories, and Local Government in the first Turnbull ministry,
and as Minister for Urban Infrastructure and Cities in the second.
Fletcher also has extensive experience in telecommunications
in the private sector, including an eight-year stint as Director of
Corporate and Regulatory Affairs at Optus. Fletcher also founded
telecommunications industry strategy consultancy Fletchergroup
Advisers.
Fletcher will replace Mitch Fifield in the Communications and
Arts portfolio. Prime Minister Scott Morrison has revealed he
intends to recommend Fifield be appointed as Australia’s next
ambassador to the UN.
According to the Prime Minister, leaving the role was Fifield’s
decision, as he has elected not to join the current Cabinet.
“I would have been very happy for Mitch to continue to serve in
Communications and the Arts. I think Mitch has done an outstand-
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ing job in what has been a very difficult task in the nbn,” he said
during a press conference.
“As the National Broadband Network nears full rollout and social
media becomes an even more prominent front in the fight to keep
Australians safe, Paul Fletcher, as Minister for Communications,
Cyber Safety and the Arts brings extensive experience and insight
to the task.”
In a statement, Fletcher said he is “deeply honoured” to have
been appointed to the role, and noted that a key priority of his term
as Communications Minister will be completing the nbn rollout.
“In 2013 we inherited a shambles from Labor with barely 50,000
premises connected to the fixed network. Today, 9.28 million premises around Australia are able to connect to the nbn and almost
5.3 million premises are connected,” he said.
“Another priority will be to continue the Morrison government’s
work to make the internet a safer place for the millions of Australians who use it every day.”
As Minister of the Department of Communications and the Arts,
Fletcher will lead up a department that acts as the Australian Government’s key advisor on communications. The agency is responsible
for regulatory management, program and grants management, as
well as engagements with stakeholders including Australia Post,
NBN Co, ABC, SBS and regulator ACMA.
Industry body the Communications Alliance has welcomed
the appointment, with the body’s CEO, John Stanton, stating that
Fletcher’s commercial experience in the sector should be a great
help as the government engages in a range of necessary reforms
to regulations covering the sector.
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“I think Paul recognises, better than most, that a balance
needs to be struck between the imposition and costs imposed
on industry and consumers by additional layers of regulation,
compared with the benefits that can be generated,” he said. “We
look forward to working with the new Minister.”
Stanton added that outgoing Minister Mitch Fifield “maintained
a strong focus on the interests of telecommunications consumers
and on improving coordination and execution in the broadband
supply chain” during his time in the role.
The Australian Communications Consumer Action Network
(ACCAN) has urged the incoming Minister to act to address
the incoming challenges and opportunities for the Australian
telecommunications sector.
“From the rollout of 5G, to the anticipated completion of the
nbn network, we look forward to working with Minister Fletcher
during this exciting time to achieve better outcomes for consumers,” ACCAN CEO Teresa Corbin said.
She urged Fletcher to continue work on the Consumer Safeguards Review, noting that despite consultations for the second
part of the review closing in January, there has yet to be a
report released that identifies the way forward.
“Australians have a right to reliable home broadband. However, without a clear framework that identifies time frames for
connections, fault repairs and compensation, consumers are
left confused as to what protections they have when things go
wrong,” she said.
ACCAN also welcomed the opportunity to work with the Minister who initially established the Mobile Black Spot Program,
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and expressed hope that the program will be continued. Another
pressing priority is the need to ensure timely migrations to the
nbn, Corbin said.
“With 2020 fast approaching, there are over a million households who are at risk of not making the switch over to the nbn.
The Minister and his team need to understand the negative
consequences that this will have on everyday Australians who
need access to affordable broadband for school, work, and to
use government services.”
Another member of Morrison’s ministry who will help shape
the government’s technology policy is Senator Jane Hume, who
has been moved to the role of Assistant Minister for Superannuation, Financial Services and Financial Technology. Karen
Andrews is also continuing on in the cabinet position of Minister
for Industry, Science and Technology.

Minister for Communications, Paul Fletcher
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Radio Matters
The RFUANZ committee
elected at this year’s
annual meeting includes
myself as Chairman, Vice
Chairman David Johnston (Logic Wireless),
Secretary Debby Morgan,
Treasurer Gary Stevens
(Informatics) and the
committee comprising
Dale Roberts (Go Wireless), John Laughton (CRS Communications), Mike Head
(Tait Communications), Logan Caulfield (CSE Genesis)
and Roger Silcock (AC-WB Technologies). A face-to-face
planning meeting of the committee will be held in July.
A new membership fee structure was adopted at
our annual general meeting; details can be found on
our website. We believe this highlights to new members
the kinds of services the RFUANZ provides in spectrum
planning and management, and offers entry-level membership to those possibly in the public safety sector.
A very big thank you to all those who attended the
annual RFUANZ Gala Dinner, which hosted 216 attendees, the largest number to date. It was an evening
to celebrate the many successes of our industry and
an opportunity to reward those successes, and thank
the people who have added exceptional value to their
companies and RFUANZ.
This year we introduced a partnership program to
annualise the benefits for sponsorship to our partners;
categories and partners can be found on our website. If
you require more information on next year’s partnership
program, please contact our administrator, Debby Morgan.
The annual awards were also restructured this year,
with RFUANZ presenting all six industry awards. We
renamed the Service to the Industry award to ‘Lifetime
Achievement Award’, which this year was awarded to
Trevor Laughton from Tait Communications. I would
like to take this opportunity to thank our judges. They
remain anonymous, but included an independent consultant, a representative of St Johns and an employee of
Kordia. They had a difficult task, given the high calibre
of nominees in all award categories. For more details
on our award recipients, please visit our website: www.
rfuanz.org.nz.
Dale Roberts and I were asked to speak on behalf
of RFUANZ at the Wireless Internet Service Providers
Association of New Zealand (WISPA NZ) AGM held in
Wellington on 26 June. RFUANZ had been approached
by WISPA NZ, as it is hoped that the two organisations
may collaborate for mutual benefit on areas of common
interest. Examples of these areas could include spectrum
policy, GURL sovereignty, NZQA qualifications, ensuring
RSM works in harmony with the industry requirements,
co-siting and access during civil defence emergencies.
More will be made available on this topic in the coming months.

Unlicensed SCADA radio
The 4RF Aprisa SRi utility-grade unlicensed SCADA radio is designed
to deliver resilience and security for tough critical infrastructure requirements and is suitable for edge-of-network extensions or for where those
circumstances dictate that an unlicensed product is a good fit.
Based on Aprisa SR family technology, the SRi is a licence-free
915–928 MHz ACMA/RSM AS/NZ4268 radio that uses technology such
as time-sliced fast hopping, forward error correction and ARQ to combat
interference and better utilise those prime channels in noisy environments.
Combined with QAM modulation, this product can deliver speed and
reliability in today’s busy networks. The Aprisa SRi is suitable for both
point-to-point and point-to-multi-point operations. A fully monitored hot
standby configuration is available for critical sites.
4RF Ltd
www.4rf.com

TETRA mobile terminal
The Sepura SCG22 TETRA mobile terminal has been designed to meet
the needs of users within the public safety, transport and utility markets
looking for a feature-rich TETRA mobile with flexible installation options,
making it suitable for use in cars, trucks, mobile and fixed control rooms,
motorcycles and even boats and trains.
It has a 10 W RF power rating, full gateway and repeater functionality,
and incorporates the Sepura AppSPACE technology delivering extended
functionality and apps for mobile radio. Enhanced communication options,
through Wi-Fi and Bluetooth, as well as an expanded operating bandwidth
of 380 to 470 MHz, provides flexibility in use today and positions the
radio for upgrade and developments in the future.
Sepura PLC

Corey Weir
Chairman, RFUANZ
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Extra-deep rack cases
METCASE has launched an extradeep 24″ version of its COMBIMET

Dual bus DC load distribution panel

19″ enclosures, suitable for server

The DIST-ICT200DB-12IRC/MIL is a DC load distribu-

rack type applications.

tion panel that meets the MIL-STD-810G standard

COMBIMET is METCASE’s range

for harsh environmental and battlefield conditions.

of aluminium 19″ rack cases. Ap-

The ruggedised design has been tested and verified

plications include networking, com-

for military use.

munications, AV and studio systems,

It provides independent dual bus capability for

laboratory instruments, industrial

12, 24 or 48 volt DC systems. Each bus is rated at

computers and control systems.

100 A and provides six breaker protected outputs.

The latest cases are 610 mm (24″)

Onboard TCP/IP capability provides customisable

deep — much deeper than the exist-

remote monitoring as well as remote shutdown and

ing standard depths of 265 and 365

power cycling of individual outputs. Five digital input

mm. This depth is suitable for deep

contacts are provided for site monitoring sensors

19″ racks, eg, 1000 mm.

such as door, smoke and water detection. Each

The enclosures offer complete access to the PCBs: the top, base and rear panels
are removable. The top and base can be specified as either vented or unvented.

input can be custom labelled in the web interface
to provide descriptive email alerts.

Other features include ergonomic front panel handles and mounting holes for

The embedded graphical user interface requires no

PCBs and chassis. M4 earth studs on all components ensure electrical continuity.

software to maintain and can be updated remotely

The models are available in all heights from 1U to 6U and are painted in black,

via Ethernet.

RAL 9005. The front panels are also in black. Cases are supplied fully assembled.

Other features include: the ability to support mixed

The cases can also be supplied fully customised. Services include CNC punch-

voltages and polarities, a -30 to +60ºC operating

ing, folding, milling, drilling and tapping; fixings and inserts; painting and finishing,

temperature range and HTTPS, SMTP, SNMPv1/2c/3

digital printing of legends and logos.

protocol support.

ROLEC OKW Australia New Zealand P/L

Helios Power Solutions

www.metcase.com.au

www.heliosps.com.au
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Signals from subs

US Navy photo by PHC Andrew McKaskle.

underwater comms

Lisa Harvey, Managing Editor, Mathworks

Researchers are working on ways in which submarines can communicate wirelessly with aircraft in the
skies above.

H

istorically, submarines attempt to stay underwater as
much as possible to avoid detection, which leaves
them unable to communicate with aircraft via radio.
Drones used for deep-sea exploration cannot send
their data to scientists without rendezvousing with
surface vessels or buoys that act as intermediaries. Now, this
situation may change thanks to new research from MIT.
According to IEEE Spectrum, “a team at MIT has developed a
technique for an underwater source to communicate directly with
a recipient above the surface. And it could be useful for more than
just submarines — underwater exploration and marine conservation
could benefit as well”.
The system, developed by Fadel Adib, assistant professor in
the MIT Media Lab, and his graduate student Francesco Tonolini,
converts sonar directly to radar. It aims to enable aircraft and
drones to monitor the water’s surface for sonar messages from
subs and underwater drones.
“Trying to cross the air-water boundary with wireless signals
has been an obstacle. Our idea is to transform the obstacle itself
into a medium through which to communicate,” Adib told MIT News.
The system, called translational acoustic-RF communication
(TARF), transmits a sonar signal directly up to the water’s surface, where it causes small vibrations. A highly sensitive, airborne
millimetre-wave sensor reads and decodes those tiny disturbances.

Building the system
The acoustic transmitter is a standard underwater speaker that
uses different frequencies to send different data bits. The trans-
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mitter operates in the 100 to 200 Hz frequency range, standard
for underwater communications used by submarines and other
underwater vehicles due to low attenuation and long travel distances in water. A ‘0’ is transmitted as a 100 Hz wave and a ‘1’
is transmitted as a 200 Hz wave.
According to the paper the team presented at a recent Special
Interest Group on Data Communication (SIGCOMM) conference,
“The acoustic signal travels as a pressure wave inside the water.
When the pressure wave hits the water surface, it causes a surface
displacement that is proportional to the pressure wave.”
The TARF transceiver is a millimetre-wave sensor that transmits
a wideband signal and measures the reflections from the water’s
surface. It analyses the variations in the RF reflections and uses
them to decode the bit stream sent by the submerged acoustic
transmitter (Figure 1).

Decoding the signal
The team identified three main challenges in decoding the captured RF reflections: First, the vibrations are very minute, on
the order of a few microns. Second, the reflections are easily
masked by the ocean’s waves, which are three to six orders of
magnitude larger than the perturbations caused by the submerged
sound source. Lastly, the acoustic transmitter cannot adjust for
the channel quality.
The team implemented TARF’s decoder in MATLAB, designing
filters to mitigate their impact on the received signal. The algorithms
decode and eliminate unwanted interference from water waves by
treating them as structured interference.
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underwater comms

Figure 1. Three options for cross-boundary communications: (a) RF-to-RF
communication fails due to signal decay; (b) acoustic-to-acoustic communication fails due to sound reflection; (c) TARF converts acoustic to
radio waves to successfully communicate. Image credit: MIT Media Lab.

Figure 2. TARF has been tested in a water tank and a swimming
pool. Image credit: MIT Media Lab.

Their signal processing algorithms use the frequency of
water waves to tell the difference between large, naturally occurring water waves and the tiny ones created by the acoustic
transmitter. The initial approach works only in waves of up to
15 cm high, but the team plans to refine the system to work
in ocean waves.
The team tested TARF in a water tank, and in two different
pools on the MIT campus (Figure 2). To simulate mild waves,

swimmers were encouraged to splash about in the pools. In
both the water tank and the pools tests, TARF was able to accurately decode various data — such as the sentence, “Hello
from underwater”. The data rate is similar to current underwater
communications, in the range of hundreds of bits per second.
“Even while there were swimmers swimming around and causing disturbances and water currents, we were able to decode
these signals quickly and accurately,” said Adib.
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Back to the future
of communications
Dave George*

From PTT to IoT, the communications industry is evolving every day, even though some things stay the
same.

I

t’s become an annual tradition for me
to publish my thoughts and opinions
on where I see advances, trends and
growth in the communications industry.
Before crafting this year’s forecast, I
looked back at previous years and noticed
four trends that repeatedly showed up as they
continued to develop and evolve over time.

The push-to-talk kick off
In 1996, the first commercial push-to-talk
(PTT) service was introduced in the US.
Though readily adopted in the utilities,
transportation and business sectors, it
took quite a bit longer to proliferate in
the public sector. However, due to radio
frequency shortcomings, agencies were
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forced to consider alternatives. Eventually,
first responders learned that by augmenting LMR devices with PTT applications on
smartphones, which most carry on the job
anyway, they could communicate with the
radio system, even when their radio couldn’t.
Since then, PTT has evolved exponentially, primarily driven by the advent of the
First Responder Network Authority (FirstNet)
and other LTE networks. PTT morphed into
Push-to-Talk over Cellular (PoC) and Mission Critical PTT (MCPTT), smartphones
and tablets optimised by PTT accessories
were integrated by many agencies, while
PTT accessories continued to advance and
will become more comprehensive with new
and usual features. The sum total opened

the door a little wider for the public sector’s
transition from LMR to PoC/MCPTT systems.

All-in-one devices
Everyone continues to clamour for devices
that serve multiple purposes. By way of a
sanity check, picture an officer wearing
50 kg of equipment, then add a body cam
and other new tools to his/her burden. All
personnel carry smartphones as well, so
why not create one that’s public safety
specific, add a fibre-optic lens, tie it to a
high-performance network, and eliminate
the need to wear a body cam?
Infrared cameras, gunshot and facial
recognition, hazardous chemical detection
and many other applications could be pack-
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industry trends

Stream of new networks

aged together and customised by industry
for one primary device rather than multiple.
The mission-critical communications field
is equipped with a variety of applications,
as are other markets like aviation and field
services. Regardless of the diverse enduser programs and devices, the need to
consolidate is universal.
The communications ecosystem is comprised of smart applications, systems and
purpose-built intuitive devices supported by
network services. As time goes on, better
equipment and technologies will deliver
more efficient ways to receive information and, as long as there are powerful
networks able to support it, that’s the
direction we’re heading.

www.CriticalComms.com.au

My philosophy is it’s all about the network.
5G mobile broadband services are the latest
buzz, though really it’s just a super-fast
version of 4G. Because there’s always another network coming around the corner, I
prefer to call it ‘the next evolution network’.
3G, P25, TETRA, LTE and the IoT are just
a handful of next-evolution networks that
have arisen over the years.
We’ve seen critical communications
evolve from analog to digital narrowband
technologies, and now LTE is the top candidate for a nationwide system. Though LMR
isn’t going away, US public safety communications relying on PTT applications require
the high-performance broadband connection
that FirstNet will provide. LMR and FirstNet
will co-exist for a very long time but, in
the interim, the combination of networks
will continue to promote development of
transitional hybrid devices. Perhaps some
will be two-way with built-in LTE boards
or vice versa.
Among emerging networks of interest
are a number of unlicensed spectrum offerings, which may extend 5G into new
markets. Another network that addresses
the hot topic of in-building cellular service
is the 150 MHz Citizens Broadband Radio
Service (CBRS), which brings bandwidth
support to mobile devices in buildings and
public spaces. Manufacturing, utility and
transportation sectors are exploring the
use of CBRS for industrial IoT.
On an even larger scale, a select group
of satellite companies are planning to
deploy low-orbit constellations that could
blanket most of the Earth and bring highspeed broadband service to areas currently
without access. Though a worthy endeavour,
these projects may face major funding and
regulatory hurdles.
The bottom line is, for any emerging
technology to work, it must be tied to a highperformance network, which brings us back
to why I believe it’s all about the network.

The next big thing
IoT telemetry is next in line for fifteen
minutes of fame. Telemetry predates IoT
by many years. The word is derived from
Greek roots: tele, meaning remote, and
metron, meaning measure. An apt name to
describe this automated communications
process for collecting measurements and
other data from remote places for monitoring and analysis.

Sensors play a key role in telemetry
as a source of data input. Pryme recently
developed an IoT device to monitor sewer
flow in Taiwan to mitigate illegal dumping. Albeit primitive telemetry is already
in use in law enforcement with sensors
that monitor when an officer leaves the
car, or is on foot and running, etc.
Meanwhile, I see early-stage development of new sensor peripherals that will
enhance the usefulness of PoC/MCPTT
devices. Most likely, many of these sensor
enhancements might become ‘untethered’
from user communications devices via
new networks such as 5G. For example,
a sensor in a patrol car might initially
communicate through an officer’s FirstNet
device, but later may be able to communicate directly with the system through
its own facility (ie, 5G).
At first, there will be transitional
technology tailored around what’s being
measured, so the example above might
initially be accomplished with a vehiclemounted modem/router connected to the
same network as the officer’s device.
However, if a suitable wireless network
were available to communicate with directly (ie, 5G again), a separate modem/
router would no longer be necessary and
the complexity and cost of sensors could
be dramatically reduced.
Where does IoT fit in with telemetry?
Though the current data rate may be fairly
low for reading measurements like water
temperature, once there are hundreds of
thousands of field devices in play, suddenly
it becomes big data, which is IoT territory.
Just as other aspects of communications
are evolving, so have the opportunities for
IoT and telemetry.
Designing unique and specialised sensors is a direction I see Pryme moving
toward. We already have extensive experience with the operating environments
and there are more IoT/RFID chips and
modules available every day from major
players like Texas Instruments, Silicon
Labs, Qualcomm, Nordic and dozens more.
Whether you label it hindsight or foresight, history has always paved the way
for the future, not only in the communications industry, but in every aspect of life.
*Dave George is Chief Technologist and
President of US company, Pryme Radio. An
RF engineer for more than 40 years, he holds
29 patents and is the inventor of multiple
award-winning products.
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satellite

Cortex keeps an

eye on the
sky for
Defence

Satellite monitoring system combines communications planning information with live spectrum
monitoring and equipment control.

A

system developed by Australian defence research
agency DST is taking a smart look at the Department
of Defence’s satellite communications.
Cortex is a prototype satellite spectrum monitoring system that combines communications planning
information with live spectrum monitoring and equipment control,
in a form tailored to the workflow requirements of Defence satellite network operators.
Computer scientist Nick Manser has been with Cortex from
the beginning.
“What started off as a monitoring and management system has
expanded into more of the research side of things,” he said. “From
the start we’ve worked closely with the operators to understand
their role and identify places where we can improve their job and
make it easier.”
Defence uses satellites for communicating with units beyond
line of sight, employing a constellation of geostationary satellites.
Network operators are responsible for getting links up and running
according to communication plans, doing the on-ground technical
setting up and assisting users in the field if they need help.
The team first trialled Cortex in 2013 in the lead-up to Exercise Talisman Sabre, and since then it has provided significantly
enhanced situational awareness and the detection of anomalies
across Defence’s satellite network.
In 2015 a separate operational capability was set up with
dedicated satellite antennas that can be accessed remotely from
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Canberra to monitor all the signals being transmitted by its satellites. It’s a constant eye on the sky, helping the network operators
better understand what is happening over those links.
DST scientists continue to refine Cortex, adding new features
and interacting with Defence clients to showcase the latest features and elicit feedback to ensure the system meets changing
requirements.
Cortex is being further developed with industry under a Bilateral Collaborative Research Agreement. The three-year agreement will explore new algorithms, concepts and techniques for
advanced satellite communications and electromagnetic spectrum
operations and management.
Cortex hardware is also modular and contains all the spectrum
monitoring and support equipment. Once the Cortex hardware
is plugged into the satellite antenna, it starts feeding data back
into Cortex.
Cortex’s other important feature is that it is a distributed system
— it can be deployed anywhere Defence has a satellite antenna.
“Moving forward with new satellites that use very small beams,
the network operators in Australia won’t necessarily observe the
information being sent to users in the field,” Manser explained.
“The distributed nature of Cortex will allow data from antennas
all around the world to be shared to build up situational awareness.
“As Defence’s reliance on satellite communication increases,
Cortex will become more important in helping ensure they are
operating as expected.”
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Spectrum analysers
Rohde & Schwarz has launched two signal and spectrum analysers, the R&S
FSV3000 and R&S FSVA3000, with different frequency models covering up to
44 GHz. Designed for high-speed performance in automated test systems, both
devices interact with cloud-based processing.
The R&S FSV3000 is designed to help users set up complex measurements
quickly and easily, with its high usability and measurement speed making it suitable for labs and production lines. It provides up to 200 MHz analysis bandwidth
— enough to capture and analyse two 5G NR carriers at once.
The R&S FSVA3000, with up to 400 MHz analysis bandwidth, high dynamic
range and phase noise of -120 dBc/Hz, meanwhile enables users to perform
demanding measurement applications such as linearising power amplifiers,
capturing short events and characterising frequency agile signals.
Both devices can measure EVM values better than 1% for a 100 MHz signal
at 28 GHz. Together with the coverage of the 5G NR frequency bands up to 44
GHz, this makes them suitable for analysing 5G NR signals.
The spectrum analysers are designed to simplify troubleshooting rare events

Push-to-talk
radio
The Wireless Innovation
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since all manual input is translated into plain SCPI or into the syntax of common
programming languages or tools.
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measurement set-ups containing a signal generator from Rohde & Schwarz.
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Low frequency
to the rescue
Future mmWave networks could deliver the best features of high and low
frequencies to reduce network control overhead.

F

uture high-speed communication networks based on
millimetre-wave (30–300 GHz) technology will be more
robust and efficient in delivering extremely high-speed,
high-quality video and multimedia content and services
thanks to the results of a groundbreaking research project. The recently concluded project was a collaboration between
Huawei Technologies and IMDEA Networks Institute, a Madridbased research body pioneering many technologies that are being
deployed in the new 5G landscape.
“A signal’s path loss increases significantly with its frequency.
So [HF] communications, like mmWave systems which offer the
speed and capacity that 5G and 802.11ad-standard Wi-Fi networks
require, demand directional antennas in order to overcome the
resulting attenuation,” said Dr Joerg Widmer, the Principal Investigator on the project and Research Director at IMDEA Networks.
“This results in high signalling overheads, since both ends of
the communication have to continuously update their antenna steering as nodes move and blockages interrupt the line-of-sight path.

Accredited testing and global product approvals since 1992
Bayswater
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Dr Widmer said these problems are avoided in low frequency
(LF) networks, with their rich multipath environment and much
lower attenuation rates.
“We’ve explored how to use low frequency bands to infer the
channel characteristics of high frequency millimetre-wave bands
and to support the network in terms of beam tracking, angle of
arrival estimation and location information,” he said.
“By studying this approach and other LF-HF channel correlations that may enable LF to assist HF, we’ve been able to develop
techniques that improve performance in the millimetre-wave band
and reduce the control overhead required to operate the network.
Dr Widmer added that he and his team have “demonstrated that
the mechanisms and algorithms we developed work not only in
theory but also in real-world wireless networking environments
during the experimental evaluation phase of the project”.
“To my knowledge, this was the first time that these two systems
have been studied together, in depth.”
Dr Widmer said that the team has achieved some “really interesting results”, developing techniques that will enable operators
to improve their performance in the millimetre-wave band and
thereby reduce the control overhead they require to operate their
present and future networks.
“Our work has already resulted in two patent applications, with
a third currently being evaluated for viability,” he said.
“One of the most important challenges was to study the channel
correlation that may enable LF to assist HF,” he added. “We had
to consider a lot of variables in this study, such as the scenarios,
power and delay of the signal, number of paths and the number
of antennas of each system.
The IMDEA Networks team comprised researchers with backgrounds in maths, programming languages, material physics, radiofrequency propagation and communication standards.
“The application of this diversity of expert knowledge, with the
wealth of technical resources at our disposal, all helped to ensure
our success in achieving our goals for this project,” Dr Widmer said.
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Industrial-grade handheld terminal
The PWS-472 is an industrial-grade handheld terminal equipped
with an ARM Cortex-A53, quad-core, 1.3 GHz processor and a
5″ HD (1280 x 720) capacitive touchscreen. In order to support
versatile in-field data collection and digitalised real-time inventory
management, the PWS-472 is equipped with a 13-megapixel
auto-focus camera, a 1D/2D barcode scanner and an NFC reader.
Featuring built-in wireless communication technology (including WLAN, 4G LTE, GPS, BeiDou and Bluetooth), the PWS-472
terminal enhances connectivity and enables real-time data
transmissions across a variety of network infrastructures. To
ensure the terminal can withstand harsh conditions in industrial
environments, the PWS-472 features a wide operating temperature range (-20 to 60°C) and an IP65 rating for resistance to
water and dust ingress. With a 3.7 V lithium-polymer battery
supporting up to 12 h of operation, the PWS-472 is suitable
for a vast range of industrial applications. Should additional
battery life be required, the PWS-472 can be easily recharged
via a docking station.
With the durability for industrial applications and the portability for flexible operation, the PWS-472 provides a suitable
mobile data computing terminal for industries with real-time data
collection requirements, such as logistics, manufacturing, field
services, public safety and utilities management.
Advantech Australia Pty Ltd
www.advantech.net.au
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Micro turbine
generator
RTT Group is the Australian, New Zealand and Pacific
distributor for Bladon Micro
Turbine, a UK company that
has developed a 12 kW micro
turbine generator (MTG) that is
suitable for replacing conventional diesel generator sets.
Key features include: up to 8000 h service intervals (no oil or liquid
coolant required), minimal replacement parts for simplicity and low
cost (air and fuel filters), EURO V compliant, wide range of fuels accepted (diesel, kerosene or a mix), quiet (<65 dB at 1 m) and with
remote monitoring built in.
RTT Group
http://www.rttgroup.com.au/
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rail comms
Opening day of the Nagpur Metro line. Courtesy DAMM.

TetraFlex
for transport

D

Rail operators across the globe are realising the benefits
of open standards for their communications solutions.

AMM has been enjoying substantial success in the
rail communications segment lately, with its TetraFlex
systems being chosen for transport solutions in many
parts of the world. In March, the company announced
that its systems partner, ErvoCom, had chosen DAMM
TetraFlex infrastructure as part of its communication solution for
the city tram lines in Cochabamba, Bolivia. The tram line will link
a number of municipalities in the Department of Cochabamba,
providing transport services to more than one million people. Key
factors for choosing DAMM were the flexibility and scalability of the
system combined with its open API, which enables easy integration
of customised applications and external devices.
Eleven DAMM BS421 Outdoor Base Stations are being used for
voice and data communication. And ErvoCom has used the open
API to integrate its TRAin DISpatcher, TRADIS, and its TRS2090
Train Radio System. The TRS2090 will be used to transmit all voice
and data for the passenger information, public announcement and
emergency intercom systems to the operation control centre (OCC).
TRADIS will enable efficient communication between the OCC and
the train driver, passengers and service staff.
“DAMM’s TetraFlex solution is the perfect fit for the needs of
this railway project. ErvoCom was able to smoothly implement
the DAMM TetraFlex interface, allowing for seamless interaction
between ErvoCom’s radio dispatcher solutions and DAMM’s TETRA
base stations,” said Patrick Vogt, ErvoCom International CEO.
“By combining the high reliability of DAMM’s TETRA base stations
and the innovation of ErvoCom’s Train Dispatcher, the customer
benefits from a best-in-class communications solution.”
The rail project was commissioned by Bolivia’s public works,
services and housing ministry. ErvoCom is collaborating with
Swiss-Spanish joint venture Joca-Molinari and BÄR Bahnsicherung
to deliver the project, which was begun in August 2017 and is
expected to be completed by August 2020.

Flexible comms
Half a world away in India, the Maha Metro Rail Corporation has
deployed a DAMM TetraFlex radio solution for its flagship Nag-
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pur Metro Rail project. The solution covers 37 stations and two
depots, as well as onboard equipment for 23, three-car trains.
Nagpur Metro is a rapid transit system being built in phases
at an estimated cost of US$1.18 billion. Phase 1 comprises northsouth and east-west corridors totalling 37 kilometres. Its first
section, covering a distance of 13.5 kilometres, is now operational, with Narendra Modi, Prime Minister of India, performing
the inauguration ceremony on 8 March 2019.
For Nagpur Metro, the major benefit of using the DAMM TetraFlex
radio solution is its decentralised architecture, which ensures
that there is no dependency on a central switching equipment
for section-wise commissioning and operation of the system.
Because the DAMM TetraFlex solution is based on an open
ETSI standard, Maha Metro Rail Corporation is also free to
choose the devices that best suit its needs rather than being
limited to particular brands and models. DAMM’s API makes it
easy to integrate with other telecom systems such as telephony,
external radio networks and central voice recording systems.
Another benefit is that the solution provides for integration with
signalling systems.
DAMM’s regional partner, Consort Digital, an established
TETRA system integrator, is responsible for the delivery, project management and execution of the project. Consort Digital
is an experienced integrator of mission- and business-critical
voice and data solutions for professional users. It specialises
in designing, provisioning and supporting radiocommunications
solutions for mass transit customers such as mainline rail,
metros, light rail and monorails.
“Nagpur Metro is a really exciting project for us,” said Carsten
Laursen, Regional Director at DAMM. “Once again we have
proved the superior quality and flexibility of our solution in the
rail industry. With the professional work provided by Consort
Digital we have also yet again demonstrated the strength of
our systems partner network, which is core to our business.”
DAMM Australia
www.damm-aus.com.au
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The 2019
RFUANZ Awards
Six very deserving individuals were presented with awards at the
2019 RFUANZ annual Gala Dinner and Awards Night.

T

he Radio Frequency Users Association of New Zealand
(RFUANZ) is a not-for-profit body comprising members
who hold radio licences in New Zealand — such as
power companies, local government authorities, transport operators, forestry companies and radio network
operators — as well as others who have an interest in the radiocommunications industry, such as consultants, manufacturers
and suppliers. The association’s motto is to “Protect, promote and
preserve the rights of organisations and individuals who require
access to the radio spectrum”.
Each year, the RFUANZ presents awards in several categories,
to recognise and celebrate the achievements and contributions of
outstanding members of the industry. The 2019 awards were presented on 1 May at the Gala Dinner and Awards Night in Auckland
(held in conjunction with Comms Connect).
Here are the award winners and some information about their
backgrounds and accomplishments.

Technical Excellence Award
The Technical Excellence Award was presented to Tony Howard of the St John New
Zealand healthcare service provider. Tony
joined St John in August 1989, working in
the Dunedin Regional Control Room as a call
taker/dispatcher. With a technical background
from the New Zealand Post Office, he very
quickly gained a reputation for wanting to
Tony Howard
know how systems worked. Tony’s influence
stretches from ambulance installs to network implementations
and the computer-aided dispatch environment, and he adds value
across the board.
His first major project commenced in the early 1990s, when the
ambulance sector implemented an upgraded national analog radio
network comprising some 98 VHF repeaters across New Zealand.
Tony has been involved in many projects since then and his technical
ability and understanding of the big picture make him a true asset
for John. In 2012, he was selected as a technical representative
for the Whole of Government Radio Network (WGRN) project and
was able to provide invaluable input.

Outstanding Sales, Support &
Service Award
The Outstanding Sales, Support & Service
Award was presented to Roy Wittert of
Cambium Networks. Roy exemplifies what
sales, support and service represent. His
testimonials speak about him being a professional, kind, patient, knowledgeable and
positive sales engineer. He will never give Roy Wittert
up and always sees any communication
with his customers as an opportunity. Roy always keeps up with
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the latest technology advancements and his excitement about the
future of wireless in the IT world is infectious and genuine. Every
year Roy runs many free events for the industry, providing valuable
upskilling and insights into uses for RF technology in the future.

Project Excellence Award
The Project Excellence Award was presented
to Steve Hooper of Logic Wireless. Steve
was heavily involved in Logic Wireless’s efforts as supplier and integrator of a turnkey
trunked digital mobile radio solution for a
new international catamaran sailing series
in five locations around the globe. The
radiocommunications for the first event in
Steve Hooper
Sydney was a success due to the culmination
of technical innovation, dedication, customer insight, agile project
management and good old-fashioned hard work. What was evident
in this nomination, which was reinforced by customer testimonials,
was Steve’s ‘Can do, whatever it takes’ attitude.

Employee of the Year Award
The Employee of the Year Award was
presented to Malcolm Wallace of Communications Specialists. Malcolm joined
Communications Specialists four years ago
and, since then, he has been instrumental
in getting projects completed with minimum
fuss and great planning. He is always happy
to help the team, and can turn his hand Malcolm Wallace
from a vehicle installation to installing and
programming of a DMR Tier 3 network with all IP connections.
Malcolm has built the Aurora DMR Tier 3 network, and maintains
it, along with various other large networks. Malcolm is always
professional and provides the sales team great advice on what is
achievable, and usually if it’s not achievable he has a very viable
solution. Malcolm was nominated for this award not just because
he is great at what he does, but also for how he goes about doing
things. Although very busy with multiple projects and jobs, he will
always be available to help, or fit a quick job in between what
he is doing, and always keeping the customer at the forefront of
all decisions.

Apprentice of the Year
The Apprentice of the Year Award was
presented to Leyton Smith of Dove Communications. An amateur radio enthusiast,
Leyton approached Dove after discussing the
potential for a career change with one of
the company’s other young installers. When
management met with Leyton, it was clear
that he had a passion for both IT and radio

Leyton Smith
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industry recognition

and, with the growing convergence in the industry, it made sense
for Dove to offer him a position.
Leyton quickly learned the job and has performed well above
expectations, providing exceptional customer service and workmanship. He often goes above and beyond, arriving early, staying
late or working weekends to accommodate customer needs and
accomplish his tasks. Other staff members throughout the business benefit from Leyton’s enthusiasm and commitment and they
have all noted that he is thorough in his work, provides in-depth
detailed knowledge and consistently follows through to ensure tasks
and projects are completed on time. He has also enrolled in the
New Zealand Certificate in Electrotechnology (Level 3) to further
advance his qualifications.

Lifetime Service Award
The Lifetime Service Award was presented
to Trevor Laughton of Tait Communications.
Shortly before Christmas last year, Trevor
retired after almost 40 years in land mobile
radio, all of them spent in Christchurch with
Tait. Everyone who knows or has worked
with Trevor speaks very highly of him. His
commitment to the industry and bringing on
young talent was fundamental to Trevor’s
outlook, as was his determination to sup-

Trevor Laughton

port the company’s commercial health and the legacy of company
founder Sir Angus Tait.
Trevor had a passion for radios since the age of 10. At high
school he was invited on a Tait tour by company engineer. It must
have made a lasting impression, as he decided to pursue electrical
engineering at Canterbury University and gained summer employment on the assembly line at Tait. Upon graduation, Trevor joined
a team of about 35 engineers at Tait initially assigned to working
on base station power supplies and a new range of AM mobile
radios. He returned to university to gain his Masters in Electrical
Engineering, and upon completion, returned to Tait.
As he rose through the ranks of the business, he added commercial
acumen to his skillset. Trevor held responsibility for Tait’s product
roadmaps, intellectual property, marketing and research. Senior posts
included Technical Director for 15 years and Chief Technology Officer
(an executive director role with a seat on the board of directors). At
retirement he was General Manager of the New Zealand business.
Before Sir Angus Tait died in 2017, he put Tait ownership into
a trust structure and charged the trustees with watching over the
company and the industry. Sir Angus made Trevor one of those
trustees, a post he continues to hold. In recent years, Trevor has
given substantial time to ensure that relations between Tait, the Trust
and the University of Canterbury are constructive and productive.
Radio Frequency Users Association of New Zealand (RFUANZ)
www.rfuanz.org.nz
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Backhaul
Take a trip down memory lane as we look at what
was happening in the comms sector of yesteryear.
25 YEARS AGO. The
cover of the August/
September 1994 issue
o f Wh a t ’s N e w i n
Radio Communications
featured the “compact,
rugged, cutting-edge”
Kenwood TK-715 and
T K- 8 1 5 M P T 1 3 27
trunked mobile radios.
The units combined “all
the sophisticated calling functions of today’s FM
trunked communications systems into one of the
smallest packages available”, featuring an 8-digit,
LCD panel display. Inside the magazine we reported
on Telstra announcing that 2.5 million Australians
living in rural and remote areas were able to avail
themselves of mobile satellite and radio services
through the Satcom-M and Radphone Direct Dial
solutions … the latter being described as the “first
HF radio service in Australia to enable users to
directly dial almost any telephone in Australia”.
We also profiled a huge grocery warehouse that
was keeping track of stock using “30 stateof-the-art Intermec 9465 handheld computers
communicating directly through Intermec radio
frequency transceivers with the company’s ICL
mainframe compute”. And we reported on Telstra
Mobile Satellite & Radio Services (in conjunction
with Inmarsat) bringing the world closer to
a “personal mobile phone revolution by [the
year 2000]” by demonstrating the world’s first
successful mobile satellite voice connections using
a handheld terminal the size of a cellular phone.
10 YEARS AGO. The
cover of the July/August
2009 issue of Radio
Comms Asia-Pacific
featured Tait’s TaitNet
P25 digital solutions,
w i t h t h e co m p a n y
being chosen as one
of only four (and the
only non-US company)
to participate in the
US Department of Homeland Security’s P25
Compliance Assessment Program. We also
reported on Standard Communications celebrating
its 50th anniversary, having been established in
1959 by engineer EC (‘Ted’) Dunn. And we covered
major changes planned for the 400 MHz band,
with identification of a harmonised government
radio band to facilitate interoperability between
agencies — this development was a major proposal
presented at 2009’s ACMA Radcomms conference
in Sydney.
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Spectrum
Unlocking the true potential of 5G
connectivity
This is a momentous year for Australia as the country finds itself on the verge
of officially deploying 5G technology. With commercial launches rolling out all
around the world, the anticipation for 5G is at an all-time high, and for good
reason — no previous version of mobile technology has had the same potential
to drive economic growth across the board.
Hence the findings from Ericsson’s latest Mobility Report come as no surprise:
5G coverage is forecast to reach 45% of the world’s population by 2024 and 5G
subscriptions are expected to reach 1.9 billion in the same period. Uptake rates
such as this are unprecedented, highlighting a remarkable level of market anticipation and industry readiness. The limitations associated with physical distance
will be less relevant than ever before, as the likes of autonomous vehicles, smart
sensors and connected infrastructure will be brought to life.
The full potential of this technology will be realised only through the combined
effort of industry players and regulators aligning on spectrum, standards and
technologies. The onus is on us to bring such technologies to life in an ethical
and effective manner.
The Ericsson Mobility Report looks at how operators can manage the ever-growing
demand for data and video while maintaining consumer experience, particularly for
live content streaming with LTE Broadcast (LTE-B), such as sports entertainment.
We’re already starting to see the potential of such capability locally, with network
providers like Telstra striving to meet Australia’s growing demand for high-quality
live video content. In the 2018 season alone, Telstra observed a 58% increase of
customers streaming AFL games in live time compared to previous years.
In the face of such challenges, Telstra leveraged LTE-B (LTE- Broadcast) technology to meet the ever-growing demand for mobile video while simultaneously
improving network efficiency and boosting the customer experience.
Each weekend across the AFL season, Telstra streams live sports content to
around 1.2 million devices, with fans consuming 37 million minutes of live content.
LTE-B enables high-quality live content to be delivered, free from rebuffering
and without degrading the network experience for other users. When it comes
to bitrates, LTE-B users can stream with a guaranteed 720p (HD) resolution via
HEVC3 (H.265) at 1.5 Mbps, while non LTE-B users can expect 576p (SD) resolutions in high-traffic situations.
This is just one example of the enriched experiences that come from a reimagined understanding of connectivity. 5G isn’t just new tech, it’s a completely
new ecosystem of digital infrastructure that will fundamentally shift consumer
expectations and the nature of organisational interactions.
At Ericsson, we believe that 5G will drive novel industry applications made
possible by the network’s low latency and high data speeds. According to our
research, operators that engage with 5G services could grow revenues by almost
48% by 2026. This resonates with the global trends with the introduction of 4G,
with early adopters gaining a significant advantage over their competitors.
The arrival of 5G in the local market is keenly anticipated by both businesses
and consumers alike. With this in mind, unlocking and harnessing the raw potential
associated with 5G will be the key differentiator for many Australian organisations

Emilio Romeo is the Managing Director of Ericsson Australia
and New Zealand, having been appointed to the role in January
2016. Emilio is an experienced business leader with over 30
years’ experience in the telecommunications and IT industry.
As a senior executive at Ericsson for over 20 years, Emilio
has held a number of senior leadership roles across Sales and
IT, and before this at BHP.
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Multi-mode
Advanced Radio
PDC680
Combining a mission-critical radio and
smartphone into a single device, the compact
and ergonomic PDC680 is completely Android
and PMR functional to provide diverse features
including mission-critical voice, HD photo capture
and video shooting, broadband services, etc,
enabling the users to carry out multiple missions
simultaneously and increasing the eﬃciency of
critical communications.
The PDC680 inherits all the market leading options
of Hytera DMR radio to focus on mission-critical
communication, and its ruggedness and reliability
has been refreshed to a new level to stand up to all
tough and challenging environments, which has
enabled the radio to be used in the most the
time-crucial operations.

Features:
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤

Compact and Light Weight
Cristal Clear Audio
Flexible Connectivity
All-round Security Assurance
Advanced Global Positioning
Complete Control via Smart MDM
Efficient API for Narrowband
Powerful Broadband Voice services

The IP68 rated and MIL-STD-810 G certified PDC680 is rugged enough to stand up to whatever the
environment put in their way. This helps them to focus on the mission and keeps them safe.

To experience the PDC680 first hand contact one of our local sales managers.
Frank Armijo: 0424 220 130 or Frank.armijo@hytera.com
Enzo Dellafiori: 0487 001 386 or Enzo.d@hytera.com
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